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‘Binge drinking ’ on the rise

PC reacts to new alcohol study
by Jamie

Chase ’04

News Staff

A report published by the
National Institute on Alcohol
Abuse
and Alcoholism
(NIAAA), in conjunction with
the University of Maryland, has
revealed alarming statistics
related to binge drinking. This
problem of “repeated in
toxication” is emerging as a
major challenge to college
administrations nationwide.
According to the March
2002 report, entitled “A Call to
Action: Changing the Culture of
Drinking at U.S. Colleges,”
1,400 college students between
the ages of 18 and 24 die each
year from alcohol-related
injuries. Another 500,000
students are unintentionally
injured, more than 600,000 are
assaulted under the influence,
and over 70,000 students
become victims of rape or
sexual assault as the result of
alcohol. In response, colleges
and universities across the
United States are taking
measures to curb what the
NIAAA has termed “a culture
of drinking” on college
campuses.
Here at Providence College,
the concern over alcohol abuse
is no different than at any other
college
or
university.
According to Maureen Quinlan,

Associate Dean of Discipline,
Providence College “has a
problem with drinking as
colleges everywhere do.” It is
not a catastrophic problem,
according to Quinlan, but it is
still a major concern. “There are
signs of much heavier drinking
on the part of students, more
signs of intoxication,” she said.
Because the abuse of alcohol
exists on campus, the
administration has to take the
issue very seriously both for the
health issues involved and for
the disciplinary aspect,
according to Rev. J. Stuart
McPhail, O.P, Vice President of
Student Services. The College
is most concerned when it
comes to the health issues
related to drinking. “If any
student is binge drinking we
have a problem,” said McPhail.
“When a student exercises an
unhealthy choice, like binge
drinking, the College is
concerned. The College wants
to deal with that unhealthy
choice in regards to the entire
individual; the spiritual, the
emotional, the physical, and the
intellectual.” The main goal,
before any punishment is
implemented, “is to educate the
student that certain choices are
unhealthy,” said McPhail.
Quinlan agreed. “Drinking,”
Quinlan said, “is a problem here
at PC, but the major concern is
the damage the student is
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PC students drink at Louie’s, a local bar. Louie’s, and other similar establishments in the
vicinity of PC, cater to the college student crowd. A new study indicates that many students
are engaging in destructive behavior related to alcohol consumption.
causing to him or herself.”
After the College has
secured the well-being of the
student, the College then must
take the disciplinary side into
consideration. The school can
lecture a student about the
dangers of binge drinking, but
unless there are “certain
penalties attached,” then the

student is likely to repeat the
unhealthy decision again, said
McPhail. He pointed out that
“a policy of any kind must have
some teeth in it. Students have
to understand the that College
has a strict policy in regards to
alcohol.”
According to the 2001-2002
Providence College Student

Handbook, the aim of the
alcohol policy “is to promote a
campus of which the misuse or
abuse of alcohol is not tolerated
or accepted.” If a student is
caught “misusing or abusing”
alcohol, the punishment is

Administration, page 5

College reverses a cappella policy
by

Dave Holman ’03

Editor-in-Chief

After further review, Vice President
of Student Services Rev. J. Stuart
McPhail, O.P., has overturned a Music
Department policy that would have
barred music majors with a voice
concentration from participating in the
A Cappella Club or specific a cappella
groups beginning in the fall semester.
Though Fr. McPhail emphasized that
it is merely a “clarification of
statements,” the working resolution
maintains that College faculty cannot
compel a student to join or not to join
any club. Faculty can and likely still will
discourage voice students from a
cappella activities. Both Fr. McPhail and
A Cappella Club 2001-02 President Eric
Bosworth ’02 stressed that the decision
is not yet in writing.
Dr. Michelle Holt, Director of Choral
Activities, and the Music Department
issued the policy earlier this semester as
an attempt to guide voice students and
help them “get their priorities together,”
as she told The Cowl for the Jan. 31 issue.
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Special Guest perfoms at Earth Day celebrations on Slavin Lawn April 20.
Members of the A Cappella Club
asked the College, specifically the Office
of Student Services, to review the
decision in January. Fr. McPhail, Vice
President of Academic Administration
Dr. Thomas L. Canavan, and Dr. Holt
discussed the policy with the A Cappella
Club at a Jan. 29 meeting.

Is C’mon, C’mon as
becoming as Sheryl
Crow’s new look?
A&E, page 17

Jen Raley ’02, member of the co-ed
a cappella group Strictly Speaking and
Student Congress Secretary of
Legislative Affairs, has been
instrumental in the appeal, according to
Bosworth. Three weeks ago, Fr.
McPhail contacted Raley and other a
cappella members to tell them he had

been working on the review. “It took a
little longer than we expected,” said
Raley.
Apparently, the policy was
overturned just in time. Some members
of the A Cappella Club had not planned
on running for leadership positions, as
they would not be able to participate in
the fall. Raley announced the successful
review to an excited A Cappella Club at
their meeting last Wednesday, April 17.
“Everyone was happy Fr. McPhail
followed up on his decision to look into
it,” reported Raley.
Despite the announcement, smiles do
not yet abound. Strictly Speaking will
still feel the impact of the disagreement,
as two female voice majors in the group
will not sing a cappella next semester.
One member of Anaclastic, the all
female a cappella group, was considering
becoming a voice major, but she has now
decided against it. However, Special
Guest, the exclusively male a cappella
group, will not be affected since all voice
majors in the group are graduating
Music Department, page 4

Well, she has to
be...uh...perfect. "Always
read deeper”
Portfolio, page 21
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News
Briefs
PC student named
Miss Rhode Island
Gianine Marie Teti ’02 won the
Miss Rhode Island 2002 competition
on Saturday April 20, at the Stadium
Theatre in Woonsocket. Teti per
formed “Steal Me” for the talent por
tion of the competition. She received
a $7,500 scholarship, along with the
opportunity to represent Rhode Island
in the upcoming Miss America pag
eant. Another PC student, Megan Pe
ters ’02, was the fourth runner-up;
Megan Peters ’02 also finished in the
top ten. This also marks the second
year a PC student won the Miss Rhode
Island competition; last year Jennifer
D’Ambrosio ’02 was crowned Miss
Rhode Island 2001.
—Providence Journal reports

PC Pals ends two weeks early
PC Pals, a campus organization
that matches neighborhood children
from the Smith Hill Community Cen
ter with PC student mentors, an
nounced Monday that it was suspend
ing the program for the rest of the year.
President Julie Arpin ’02 said that the
decision to end the program early was
made by the Smith Hill Center itself,
in response to behavioral problems on
the part of some of the Smith Hill stu
dents. Arpin said that “new state stric
tures” placed on the PC Pals program
prevented PC students from taking the
kids into dorm rooms and Peterson
Recreation Center. She cited this lack
of a place to go with the students as
one cause of the problems. “When
there’s no where to go, that’s whn the
kids start causing trouble,” she said.
However, Arpin was confident that the
program would return next year, al
though most likely on a smaller scale.

5th annual 5K run raises
$5,000 for scholarship fund
by

Molly Hanlon ’03

News Staff

On Sunday, April 22, 2002 over 100
runners could be seen taking off behind
Alumni Hall in the 5lh annual Clint
Anderson 5K Cross-campus run. Their
course wrapped around campus, coming
to an end in the Peterson Parking Lot.
Names of sponsors donned theirT-shirts,
supporting the worthy cause.
The run is the semester-long project
for Professor Jamieson’s Sports
Marketing class. Their goal is to design,
organize, and implement a 5K cross
campus run in honor of Providence
College’s late professor, Clint Anderson.
All proceeds raised by the event are
matched by the late professor’s wife and
placed into a scholarship fund in his
name. This year’s event is estimated to
have raised almost $2,500, meaning
$5,000 will be donated to the scholarship
in Anderson’s name.
For the past four years the Sports
Marketing class has consistently been
working on new and different ways to
overcome past problems and improve on
previous successes. Class member
Meredith Hull ’02 described the event
as “challenging, yet successful.” Initially,
the class set high goals, leaving room for
error “with real world experiences,
adjustments need to be made and this
project has helped us to see that.”
One such example of an event
obstacle was the issue of the finish line
not working out in the past. This year the
class opted to outsource the finish line
construction by paying a company to set
up an official point. For those who
watched the event, an oversized digital
clock located at the finish line
immediately announced the times. In the
past, clipboards were primarily used. The
manual computation of runner times
often times produced erroneous results.
Hull attributed “better runner attitudes”
to the new finish line.

NEW Electronic Database
PHILLIPS MEMORIAL LIBRARY

WOMEN WRITERS ONLINE
is a full-text database of
pre- Victorian women’s writing.

•
»
•

April 25,2002

Powerful Searching, Intuitive Navigation
Author Biographies and Topic Essays
Access to Renaissance Women Online

http://www.wwp.brown.edu/texts/wwoentry.html

Summer Employment
Opportunities...Come and work
for the Office of Admission!!!
The Office of Admission is in the process of
hiring students to work in the office during the
summer months. Responsibilities include partici
pating in group information sessions, giving cam
pus tours, ana assisting the Admission staff with
projects.

Please contact Rachael Kiesling, Admission
Counselor, at x2683 or rkieslin@providence.edu
for more information!
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PC students competed in the event to raise money for a scholar
ship fund in memory of Professor Clint Anderson.
Organizing the event involved
breaking down the fourteen-person class
into smaller focus groups. Tasks were
distributed into major categories such as
event marketing, sponsorship,
accounting, and operations and then
allocated to each group members. One
such task was a mass mailing, which
involved inviting over 1800 Providence
College alumni to attend the event.
One of the biggest challenges faced
was finding companies to sponsor the
race. Hull commented, “Sponsorships
were really hard to find because of the
bad economy. It was definitely one of
our biggest challenges.” Despite this
obstacle, the class managed to find
support in local businesses such as
Dunkin’ Donuts and Brad’s Cafe.
Ultimately, marketing for the event
played a key role in raising event

awareness. One participant discovered
the event while browsing the Internet.
Coming across its posting on
www.coolrunnings.com , this local
Rhode Islander soon signed up his eight
year old daughter.
The overall winner was Claire
Shearman who finished with a time of
18:08, but who could not accept her
award due to NCAA regulations. The top
three runners overall were Eric Chaput,
coming in at 18:59, Joy Younkin at 19:08
and Scott Sheridan at 20:00. The top
three males (age 18-24) were Tom
Blesso (20:27), Mike Maloney (21:34),
and Chris Judge (22:03). The top
females (ages 18-24) were Carolyn
Turco (ineligible due to NCAA
regulations), Carolyn Mastronardi
(21:15), Amanda Taylor (21:51), and
Leah Paley (22:04).

Sanctions
Date: April 22, 2002
Subject: Administrative Review
Charges:
1. Responsibility for Guests
(page 45, IX) - GUILTY
2. Consumption of alcohol by
a minor (Page 38, VII) - GUILTY
Sanctions: 1. Personal Probation
until 12/20/2002 2. $100.00 fine
3. First Level Alcohol

Date: April 18, 2002
Subject: Disciplinary Hearing
Charges:
1. Possession, Underage Drink
ing (Page 42, VII) - NOT
GUILTY
2. Posession, Use ofMarijuana
(Page44,VIII,3A)-NOT
GUILTY
3. Possession of Drug Para
phernalia (Page 45,VII,3C)GUILTY
Sanctions: 1. $50.00 fine for
Possesion of Drug Paraphernalia
2. Disciplinary Probation until
12/20/2002 3. Letter of Disci
plinary Warning, First Level Of
fense
Date: April 18, 2002
Subject: Disciplinary Hearing

Charges:
1. Possession, Underage Drink
ing (Page 42, VII) - NOT
GUILTY
2. Posession,Use of Marijuana
(Page 44,VIII,3A) - NOT
GUILTY
3. Possession of Drug
Paraphernalia (Page 45,VII,3C)GUILTY
Sanctions: 1. $50.00 fine for
Possesion of Drug Paraphernalia

Date: April 14, 2002
Subject: Administrative Review
Charges:
1. Underage Consumption of Al
cohol (Page 38, VII) - NOT
GUILTY
2. Possession of Drug
Paraphernalia (Page 45,VII,3C)GUILTY
3. Responsibility for Guests
(page 45, IX) - GUILTY
Sanctions: 1. Disciplinary Proba
tion until 12/20/2002 2. Fines
in the amount of $175, as fol
lows: A. $100.00 fine for First
Offense, Drug Usage B. $50.00
fine for Possesion of Drug Para
phernalia C. $25.00 Assessment
Fee for Alcohol Education class
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Varnet discusses
library renovations
by Felicia

Grosso ’03

News Staff

On April 3, Dr. Harvey Varnet,
Director of the Phillips Memorial
Library, met with the Faculty Senate to
discuss renovation plans for the library
in hopes of getting the renovations
underway. Currently, plans are being
hindered by debates over how to
optimize use of the 33-year old building.
According to Faculty Senate minutes,
the faculty is “seriously concerned”
about the plans for the library, which are
still in their formative stages, and “wants
to be involved in future plans.” At this
point, Varnet is trying to set up a meeting
where the architects can talk to anyone,
be it faculty or student, who wants to
listen. Varnet says that although there
are no drawings or sketches yet for the
library, he is “optimistic that we will start
some stuff this summer.”
One of the biggest problems the
college faces is trying to renovate while
the library is open. “We don’t have the
luxury of shutting down the library and
renovating,” says Varnet. Varnet
explains that PC does not have to space
to relocate the library while they are
renovation Phillips Memorial. Due to
the intrusive nature of some of the
construction, much of the library
renovations will have to take place
during the summer and other breaks.
“We can’t be destructive while people
are in here,” Varnet explains. Varnet said
the goal is to start with the main level.
Varnet explains that the goal of the
Library Renovation Task Force (LRTF)
is to create an “Academic Center.” He
explains that while many people who

tour the College often compliment the
school as a whole, they often comment
that library is “tired” looking.
Some of the plans for the library
include improving the aesthetics of the
building. “The lighting needs a lot of
work,” says Varnet. He thinks that some
of the lights should be taken out of the
area where books are stored and placed
more effectively where students study.
Varnet also wants to hide the concrete in
the building. He wants to see the library
be a place where students can go to be
serious students. Varnet also hopes to
acquire “more technology” and make
better use of study space.
Another goal of the library
renovations is to change the profile of
the Office of Academic Services, which
is now located in the basement of the
library. Varnet would like to see the
office moved to the second floor.
There have also been debates about
changing the external appearance of the
library. While the LRTF plans to
renovate the entrace, Varnet maintains
that the rest of the library will remain
the same. Varnet explains that the
building is “classic architecture for its
time.”
While there are many aspects of the
library that need changing, Varnet is
optimistic about other aspects. “We are
state of the art as far as technology,” he
explains with enthusiasm. Varnet also
commented on the “really good staff’
with which the library is equipped.
As far as renovations, Vamet says that
the LRTF needs to develop a plan that
will last for another 33 years. “We need
to think about long-term needs,” he
explains.
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Scott Romanowski ’03 and Dan Graham ’03 relish in their
completion of the Boston Marathon. Not pictured are fellow marathon
runners Emily Blefeld ’03 and Nicole Borgea ’03.

Going the
distance
jy

Molly Hanlon ’03

News Staff

Five months ago, in the midst of the
bitter December cold, four PC students
committed themselves to completing
Boston Marathon 2002. On April 15,
running at a 9 minute per mile pace,
Emily Blefeld ’03, Nicole Borgea ’03,
Daniel Graham ’03, and Scott
Romanowski ‘03 crossed their long
awaited finish line.
It is customary for unofficial runners
to run as “bandit” runners, as these four
Friars Club members chose to do. In the
midst of 17,000 official runners,
including former Saved By the Bell
actor Mario Lopez (who was running
nearby the
foursome)
and
Doritos’
model Ali
Landry,
they found
it easy to
blend in.
The race
day experience was unanimously
described as filled with nervous energy
and an overwhelming amount of
“crowd support,” according to Graham
and Romanowski. “1 was most struck
by the number of spectators that lined
the race course throughout the day.
There was literally not an inch of the
sidelines that wasn’t occupied by fans.
And they were so enthusiastic that the
four of us were feeding off their
energy,” commented Romanowski.
More than thirty Providence College
students could be spotted along the way,
mixed in with the 450,000 spectators
that lined the entire route. One student,
Steve Traugott ’03, watched on from the
last mile: “It was really inspiring
watching them finish the race. They all
worked hard, getting up early on days
when they were sick and remaining
focused until the end.” Hundreds of
people showed similar support through
offerings of oranges, candy, food and
towels.
Finding their running styles to be
similar, the four immediately began
developing a pre-marathon running
program, provided by the Boston
Marathon website. Using this as the
mgin backbone to their program, each
found that strict discipline to the
program helped to best build race

endurance. Before each practice “long
run,” a running course was mapped
around Providence. The Brown Hills
were incorporated into their running
program in order to simulate “Heart
Break Hill,” which is found in the actual
Boston Marathon.
Over the course of their five-month
training regimen the group dynamic
offered “continuous support when it was
needed the most, making all the
difference” said Graham. “Most of the
time two of us would run together, or
three sometimes, but rarely did our
schedules permit the four of us to run
all together. It was great to train with a
group. We kept each other motivated
when weather was bad or health was
poor.”
One such example of dedication
came after Friars Club elections. After
celebrating all night, the group
proceeded to run the next day despite an

I think all of us would,
consider running it
again. Boston was such
a great experience and
because of the
atmosphere alone I
would want to run it
again.
-Scott Romanowski

extreme lack of sleep. One day Emily
was sick, causing her to miss the 17-mile
run. She was forced to make it up the
next day during a snowstorm.
In a wrap-up of the entire marathon
experience, Romanowski spoke for the
foursome. “I think all of us would
consider running it again. Boston was
such a great experience and because of
the atmosphere alone I would want to
run it again.”
He also offered one tip for those
planning on preparing for a marathon.
“Try sticking to your mileage program
that you are using because it is designed
specifically to train your body to dea
with the distance and abuse you will take
on race day,” Romanowski said.
Ultimately, strong goals are the key to
crossing the finish line.
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Israeli foreign ministry
official: Terrorism aimed
at Israel’s surrender
by Juliana

Patsourakos ’02

News Staff
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Three students participate in one of the activities located on Slavin
Lawn during Earth Day celebrations on April 20.

Earth Day celebration
goes off without a hitch
by

Nicole McIntyre ’02

News Editor Emeritus

While last year’s event was broken
up early due to administrative
oversights on the club’s part, this year,
the Student Environmental Action
Coalition (SEAC) made sure all the
necessary paperwork was in order to
allow Earth Day to go off without a
hitch. Joined by the Global AIDS
Coalition, the Sailing Team, Amnesty
International, and Gregg Gerritt, Green
Party candidate for Mayor of
Providence. SEAC provided students
with a chance to learn about
environmental issues, purchase
recycled notebooks, paint flower pots,
and try out “Fair Trade” coffee.
Getting other groups involved in the
celebration was important to organizers
Sara Stolfi ’04 and Sara Sampieri ’02.
“Earth Day is not just about promoting
the environment. It’s also about peace
and the community,” stated Sampieri.
“It’s good to get other clubs involved
because we all need to work together
to cause change.”
“Plus,” added Stolfi, “It gets a lot of
different people out to see what’s going
on.”

Educating the student body was also
an important aspect of the event. “I think
a lot of people on this campus are
ignorant of the issues,” Sampieri said.
“For example, it took us three years to
get recycling bins on campus.”
Stolfi agreed. “It is a fun event.
People are having fun, and through that
they are really drawn into the information
we’re also presenting.”
Sampieri, was pleased by the number
of people who attended the celebration.
“More people came through this year. It’s
really great to have all of this support,”
she stated.
Many shared Sampieri’s excitement
about the event. “It’s always interesting
to hear alternative points of view,” said
David Platt, a coordinator for the
Feinstein Institute for Public Service.
“It’s great to see the diversity of interests
on campus.”
“I love Earth Day because I think it’s
really important for people to realize how
important our resources are,” added
Kathleen Pantaleo ’02. “This day is a lot
of fun, too.”
Cara McHugh ’01 agreed. “I think
SEAC has done a wonderful job this year.
It’s the best Earth Day I’ve seen,” she
concluded.

Music Department still opposed
- Continued from page 1 so three rehearsals a week was not a
seniors.
One a cappella singer, who problem at that time. With three different
requested anonymity, was soured by the groups now requesting rehearsal time in
experience of trying to balance voice Siena, the time demands are considerably
lessons and her other singing. “I’m different.
frustrated with the pressure I received
David Harper, coordinator of vocal
from my instructor,” she said.
studies and voice instructor, sees good in
Some a cappella singers are still every way coming out of the a cappella
holding their breath. Since the Music unrest for what he called “still a very
Department still plans on strongly young department.” “I’m happy that the
urging voice students and majors not faculty care enough about the students and
to participate, “we’re still waiting to see the quality of teaching to bring this
what the Music Department will do,” forward,” said Harper. The students also
said Anaclastic music director Tricia benefit, according to Harper, since “the
Bowman ’02.
students are responsible for the outcome
Dr. Holt was not available for . of their studies.”
comment on McPhail’s decision.
Harper acknowledged that voice
A Cappella Club leadership is still students are still affected by the
optimistic. Incoming 2002-03 Club department’s general attitude toward a
President and Anaclastic singer Tiffany cappella singing and the stresses that it
Toner ’03 is confident that the group places on voices, but not in any way
will still be strong next year however different from the past. “We will
the final decision turns out. According pedagogically tell them that there will be
to Toner, the majority of club members little or no progress [if they sing a
are not voice majors, so the final policy cappella]. If they cannot perform, their
will probably not affect members. “A grades will reflect that.”
handful have been affected, but they’ve
Still, a cappella’s effect on students’
gotten through this year,” said Toner.
voice development will vary from student
Though faculty cannot compel to student. “It depends on each student. If
students to join or not to join, the Music they come [to their lesson] and they’ve
Department’s policy limiting “non- not prepared and they’re vocally
departmental” groups’ rehearsal time in exhausted, then they won’t progress. But
St. Catherine of Siena Hall to 90 if they’ve prepared and they’re vocally
minutes per week still stands. Toner healthy, then they’ll progress,” explained
understands this directive, seeing as Harper, who emphasized the positives
Special Guest used to be the only group, through the situation.
“I don’t see a negative in any of this.”

On April 23, a small group of students
and faculty attended in a forum in the
Feinstein function room sponsored by
the Political Science Department
regarding Israeli-Palestinian relations.
The featured speaker was Mr. Nimrod
Bakran, who has had an extensive career
in the Israeli Ministry of Foreign Affairs.
Bakran discussed his perception of how
events have unfolded in the conflict in
the Middle East.
Bakran described four particular
years as instrumental in leading to the
present conflict between the Israelis and
Palestinians. He said that events in 1992,
1996, 1998, and 2000 exacerbated the
turmoil in the Middle East and led to the
current crisis. As Bakran discussed the
conflict and casualties that occurred
during those years, he explained his
personal feelings about the strife to the
group.
“Israel, to my great detriment and
sadness, continued to make concessions
as it was being shot down,” commented
Bakran. “The worst mistake we can do
is to make concessions which feed the
fire instead of putting it down,” he
continued.
After sharing his views, Bakran
opened the forum to questions. Some
students were interested in how the
events of Sept. 11 directly related to the
Israeli-Palestinian conflict. “President
Bush’s frustration with the Palestinians
did not begin on Sept. 11. The truth is
that terrorism is aimed at achieving
Israeli surrender,” said Bakran.
Other students asked about the future

of the conflict. Bakran felt that if
anything, the future generation of
Palestinian leaders are even further
removed from peace than the current
generation. “The younger generation [of
Palestinians] is more radical than the
older,” stated Bakran.
Caitlin McCarthy ’02 asked Bakran
if he believes Egypt and Jordan should
participate in discussing the next steps
the conflicting nations should take.
“Israel has diplomatic relations with
Egypt and Jordan. We welcome them.
Whether they want to or not is another
question,” answered Bakran.
While most may know that the road
to peace is an easy one, Bakran does not
believe that a settlement will be achieved
in the near future. “There will have to
be some international presence [for
changes to take place]. This is a work in
progress, and we are nowhere near a
solution,” said Bakran.
Dr. Robert Trudeau, Chair of the
Political Science Department, agreed
that a resolution seems a long way off.
“I don’t see any serious movement in the
short term unless there is some
international presence as [Bakran] said,”
said Trudeau.
Many who attended the forum saw
value in the discussion. “It was very
good to have someone in the inside,
though it seemed a little biased.
[However], it gave me new insights, and
I definitely thought it was interesting,”
said Kate Davey ’04.
“I was happy he was here. He did a
good job of presenting the Israeli point
of view or the current government’s
point of view in Israel,” said Trudeau.
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Administration
considers ways to
combat drinking

Canadian expert examines
US policy on landmines

PETE TAV1S '03/The Cowl

Empty bottles of beer fill a garbage can in a PC
dorm. Similar sights are frequently visible around
campus, though this trend is by no means limited
to PC; colleges nationwide are facing similar
alcohol issues.
- Continued from page 1 cumulative. With each offense, a stricter and harsher
punishment is implemented. Although, according to
McPhail, every case or offense is looked at individually,
the College follows very closely the guidelines as listed
in the student handbook.
Apart from the concerns of the administration and
the measures they take to curb binge drinking, students
also have to play a part in wanting to stop the abuse of
alcohol. Like many other universities and colleges
across the nation, many PC students are taking steps to
do what they can to help put an end to binge drinking.
For example, Student Congress’s Alcohol Awareness
Committee’s main goal, according to its president Sara
Stankiewicz ’04, is “totally to promote awareness.” She
said the committee “is not there as a disciplinary
committee, but it’s there to teach awareness by trying
to get the message out there with events the dangers of
drinking.”
Quinlan further stressed this point. “The hope is that
through a variety of events and programs, the problem
can eventually be solved and students will realize what
they are doing to their bodies.”

by

Frank Caliva ’04

News Editor

The United States does not usually hear its name
mentioned in the same breath as Syria, North Korea,
Iran, and Iraq, unless it is in regards to a condemnation
of the policies of those countries. However, on Monday,
April 22, students and faculty attending a lecture by
Professor Chris Kirkey of Bridgewater State College
in Massachusetts learned that the U.S. does share
something in common with these nations that stand on
the periphery of the international community.
Kirkey, along with his duties as a political science
and Canadian Studies professor, serves as a landmine
scholar for the Canadian government, extensively
lecturing on the topic of banning landmines on behalf
of Ottawa for the past three years. Kirkey noted that
Canada has been on the forefront of the international
movement against these explosive devices, culminating
in the December 1997 Ottawa Convention which
banned the manufacture, use, and stockpiling of
landmines by all signatory nations. Since the agreement
was reached, over 142 countries have signed the treaty;
however, notably absent among the signatories are

Russia, China, the other nations mentioned, and the
United States.
Kirkey, while a supporter of the Canadian
government’s efforts to ban landmines completely,
acknowledged that the United States’s position is a
complex one. He admitted that the United States is
faced with the still dangerous situation on the Korean
peninsula, which the Pentagon argues necessitates the
use of landmines in the demilitarized zone. “The United
States probably would not have signed the treaty no
matter what the political affiliation of the president at
the time,” Kirkey said, because of national security
concerns and the slim chance of the treaty being ratified
by the Senate.
One member of the audience asked Kirkey what the
average American citizen could do to persuade the the
U.S. to sign the treaty. “Hope that Condoleeza Rice
slips on a banana peel and [the U.S.] gets a less hawkish
National Security Advisor,” he quipped. Barring that
event, he said that it remains to be seen if President
Bush will join the majority of America’s allies and sign
the treaty, or if the U.S. will continue to go its own
way.
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So you dropped the ball...

Bill Buckner, 1986
King George III,
1776,1781,1783

Gen. George A. Custer, 1868
(demoted to colonel), 1876

Scott Norwood, 1991

and didn’t make the info session?
Neither did these guys.
Don’t worry—you can still repair the damage:
Find out what you missed at The Cowl Info Session. Come
by Slavin 104A and pick up an application and info sheet.
History never forgets, but we’ll give you a second chance.
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The trial of the century (in Providence)
The Accused:
Buddy Cianci

Buddy Cianci: Cianci, 60, is charged with awarding a
$1.3 million School Department lease in return for bribes.
Taking $250,000 in campaign contributions from mem
bers of the Providence Towing Association, as well as at
tempting to extort a $10,000 bribe to sell city land to busi
nessman Antonio R. Freitas. Cianci is also charged with
taking a $10,000 bribe from the estate of a buckle manu
facturer to waive $450,000 in back property taxes and tak
ing a $5,000 bribe to hire Christopher Ise as a city plan
ner. He is also accused of extorting a free lifetime mem
bership in the exclusive University Club by holding up
city pennits.

PETE TAV1S ’05/The Cowl

Cianci leaves the courtroom after hearing the testimony of Donald C. Ead.
by Jay

Higgins 03

World Editor

A federal prosecutor opened the cor
ruption case against Mayor Vincent A.
Cianci Jr. this past Tuesday by accusing
the mayor, also known as “Buddy,” of
running a criminal enterprise from his
City Hall office.
Providence’s longest running mayor
is being charged with racketeering, con
spiracy, extortion, bribery, mail fraud,
money laundering and witness tamper
ing.
Cianci is on trial with Frank E.
Corrente, his longtime top aide and chief
political fundraiser, businessmen Rich
ard E. Autiello, and Edward E. Voccola,
who allegedly paid bribes for city busi
ness.
In his opening statement on the first
day of the corruption trial, Assistant U.S.
Attorney Richard W. Rose laid bare what
he repeatedly described as "the Cianci
criminal enterprise."
After authorities started closing in,
Rose said, Cianci was caught on tape
telling a city official to lie to the FBI.
Toward the end of his opening state
ment, Rose brought up the University
Club. Cianci is charged with using his
office to extort a free lifetime member
ship in the exclusive East Side club,
which had rejected him for membership,

by ordering city officials to block build
ing permits for a $1-million renovation.
Cianci’s lawyer, Richard M. Egbert,
followed with an opening in which he
attacked the government's case against
Cianci as one based on witnesses who
are “liars, cheats and thieves.” While at
tacking the witnesses, he also praised
Cianci, calling him a “get-things-done”
mayor who is not corrupt.
On Wednesday, the jury watched a se
ries of undercover tapes between a gov
ernment informant and the former vice
chairman of the city's tax board.
David C. Ead, the former vice chair
man of the Board of Tax Assessment
Review, is the prosecution's first witness
in the case against Cianci and three co
defendants. He was on the witness stand
for the entire day, starting off with a de
scription of a corrupt city tax assessment
system and the reduction of a $500,000
property tax bill to $100,000 in exchange
for a $10,000 cash payment.
By days end, two audio and four vid
eotaped conversations had been shown
of Freitas and Ead discussing arrange
ments for an alleged $10,000 cash pay
ment to Cianci which allegedly allowed
Freitas to buy two abandoned, cityowned lots on Westminster Street for
$1,000 each. Cianci appears on none of
the tapes played on Wednesday.

Sources: yahoo.com,projo.com

Richard E. Autiello: A member of Providence Towing
Association, Autiello, who runs Four A's Enterprises, is
charged with conspiring with Cianci and Corrente to col
lect about $250,000 in campaign contributions during the
1990s from the Providence Towing Association. Autiello
is also charged with conspiring with Frank Corrente to
collect a $5,000 bribe from a police recruit, Joseph
Richard E. Autiello Maggiacomo III, to allow him into the Providence Police
Training Academy.

Frank E. Corrente

Edward Voccola

Frank E. Corrente: Corrente, the mayor's longtime di
rector of administration and chief fundraiser, is charged
with racketeering, conspiracy, extortion, bribery, mail fraud
and witness tampering. The indictment alleges that
Corrente was involved in bribery schemes involving city
tow-truck operators, property tax breaks, School Depart
ment leases and the hiring of a city police recruit.

Edward Voccola: Voccola is charged with racketeering
and is accused of paying bribes to obtain a School Depart
ment lease in a former auto-body garage that netted him
more than $1 million in the 1990’s. He is also accused of
money laundering, for allegedly converting checks from
his real-estate company, Jere Realty, into cash for bribes.
Voccola is a convicted felon with an extensive criminal
record including insurance fraud, stolen automobiles and
assaults on insurance investigators. His garage was a known
mob haunt before he rented it to the city.

Better than Slavin dollars: www.thecowl.com

Abercrombie and Fitch withdraws part of clothing line

abcnews.com

/ love girls who wear Abercrombie and Fitch: students

protest the latest t-shirt put out by Abercrombie.
by Jay

Higgins ’03

World Editor

Clothing maker Abercrombie
& Fitch said this past week it
would pull a new line of Asianthemed T-shirts after AsianAmerican groups complained
they were a blatant example of

racist stereotyping.
The shirts, which retail for
$25, hit the shelves this week
and carry caricatures of slant
eyed Asians in conical hats
along with such slogans as
“WONG BROTHERS LAUN
DRY
SERVICE:
TWO
WONGS CAN MAKE IT

WHITE” and “WOK-N-BOWL
- CHINESE FOOD AND
BOWLING.”
“It is not and never has been
our intention to offend anyone,”
Abercrombie
spokesman
Hampton Carney said.
Asian-American groups in
California reacted with anger
this week after the shirts ap
peared in local Abercrombie
stores, with local activists say
ing their cartoonish representa
tion of Asian figures carried a
racist message.
Carney said the popular youth
clothing maker had believed the
shirts might appeal to AsianAmerican consumers, and was
surprised by the hostile recep
tion they received.
“The thought was that every
one would love them, especially
the Asian community. We
thought they were cheeky, irrev
erent and funny and everyone
would love them. But that has
not been the case.”
Abercrombie & Fitch, based

Abercrombie and Fitch removed the
contoversial t-shirt from its clothing line.
in New Albany, Ohio, has been advertising layouts.
the target of consumer com
Although the T-shirt has been
plaints before. In 1998 Mothers removed from Abercrombie &
against Drunk Driving protested Fitch's clothing line, it still has
a two-page advertising spread not stopped shoppers from buy
entitled “Drinking 101” that ing.
contained recipes for alcoholic
eBay is selling the retail val
drinks, while other parents have ued $25 shirt for over $200 this
complained that the youth-ori past week.
ented company frequently fea
tures overtly sexy photos in its Sources: abcnews.com, cnn.com
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Earthquake hits Northeast
by

Ben Downing ’03

World Staff

yahoo

An earthquake left damage to a local road in Plattsburgh, N.Y.

An earthquake with a preliminary
magnitude of 5.1 shook the Northeast
awake early Saturday, collapsing roads
in New York and rattling homes from
Maine to Maryland. No injuries were
immediately reported.
The quake, centered 15 miles south
west of Plattsburgh, N.Y., left cracks in
foundations and chimneys throughout
the region, said Ray Thatcher, Director
of Emergency Services for Essex
County.
N.Y. Gov. George Pataki declared
states of emergency in Essex and
Clinton counties in northeastern New
York. State inspectors were sent to the
Adirondack region to examine roads
and bridges for structural damage. The
state Department of Environmental
Conservation inspected all the dams in
the area and found no damage.
State troopers also were sent to pro
vide help to local law enforcement of
ficers. No restrictions were placed on

travel, but police were urging drivers to
use caution.
The quake broke off a 100-foot sec
tion from one road in Ausable, said
David Fessette, highway construction
supervisor for Clinton County. A crew
was filling the area in with limestone
Saturday afternoon. Parts of at least two
other roads collapsed, and there were
several water main breaks in the area.
Final damage and cost assessments
remained unknown Saturday night,
Benway said.
Because Boston, New York, Wash
ington and Philadelphia are not on the
West Coast, the probability of facing a
major earthquake is not any less. In fact,
the most widely felt temblors in North
America were a series of four that hit
near New Madrid, Mo. from December
16, 1811, through February 7, 1812.
They ranged from magnitude 7.6 to 8.2.
The largest was felt from the East Coast
to the Rocky Mountains and from
Canada to the Gulf of Mexico.
Sources: earthquakenews.com, yahoo

Le Pen pulls upset in French preliminary election
by

Ellen Bisson ’04

World Staff

The Republic of France was shocked
Sunday when Jean-Marie Le Pen, a 73year-old veteran of the far right, defeated
Socialist Prime Minister Lionel Jospin
in the first round of the presidential elec
tion. As a result, Jospin has been elimi
nated from the race and has announced
he will resign from politics, leaving the
Socialists without a leader. Le Pen will
now stand against the incumbent, right
wing President Jacques Chirac in the
second round of the election on May 5.
The top three candidates were all
fairly close, each polling less than 20%
of the vote. Chirac won 19.67%, Le Pen
won 17.02%, and Jospin won 16.07% of
the vote.
Le Pen is said to owe his success to
several factors. Socialist candidate
Lionel Jospin lost many votes to far-left
candidates who used working class re
sentment regarding economic policies
against Jospin. Furthermore, Jospin has
said he takes full responsibility for his
defeat, as he admits to engaging in “lack
luster” campaigning that wasn’t focused
on traditionally socialist issues. Le Pen
also had voter apathy working to his ad
vantage, as the lowest voter turnout ever
was recorded. Because Jospin was the

only leftist candidate, French voters who
align themselves with the left will have
no candidate of their own.
Without referring to either candidate
by name, the country’s bishops said the
period ahead called for “intelligence
rather than instinct.. .serenity rather than
fear.”
At a post-election news conference,
switching his focus from crime and im
migration, Le Pen said that if he were to
win the presidency, he would take France
out of the European Union’s Maastricht
Treaty of 1992 which killed the franc and
brought in the euro. “I am not an enemy
of Europe. I am a partisan of a Europe
of nations, a Europe of homelands, but I
am a determined adversary of a supra
national, federal, federalizing Europe,”
said Le Pen.
Up to 10,000 protesters marched in
Paris overnight shouting, “Le Pen is a
fascist” and “I am ashamed,” while po
lice fired teargas at hundreds of demon
strators. Marchers are also horrified by
Le Pen’s anti-immigration policies to
ward Jewish and Muslim people. Dis
may at Le Pen’s surge of working class
support rippled through France’s Jewish
community—already fearful after a
wave of anti-Semitic attacks—and the
country’s Muslim population, the larg
est in Europe. He has formerly described

yahoo

Le Pen won the preliminary election but is not expected to win the presidential vote.
the Holocaust as merely a “detail of his
tory.”
Jean-Marie Le Pen will now stand
against the right-wing President Jacques
Chirac in a second round on May 5.
Analysts say Le Pen has little chance of
winning in the second and final round

of the presidential vote, but his surpris
ing success is a sign that the National
Front could do well in the parliamentary
elections in June especially since Right
ist movement has been gaining momen
tum in recent years across Europe.
Sources: cnn. com, bostonglobe, com
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Reconsider celibacy in the Church
by

Erin Simmeth ’03

Commentary Editor

The pope called all the American cardinals to Rome
this week in an act that officially recognized the severity
of the scandal now engulfing the American Catholic
Church. Earlier this spring, when the first accusations
came out, my theology professor, a Dominican, said in
regards to the possibility that the pope would take such
a drastic action, “Let’s hope we never have to see that
happen.” My professor, like all American Catholics,
hoped in the beginning that the accusations would
remain limited, that the reports would only come from
a few corrupt parishes, and that the problem would be
easy to fix.
As the skeletons continued to tumble out of closets,
however, it became clear that this is not a small outbreak
but a full-scale epidemic. Something is fundamentally
wrong in the American Catholic Church. In order to
understand what the source of this problem is, the
cardinals are turning to the pope for guidance, and to
discuss what the Church must'change in order to save
itself.
Two possible topics are the screening of gay priests
and the role of celibacy in Church tradition. On the
first matter, the current Church position seems to
scapegoat homosexual priests in general instead of
looking at the entire problem. Although many people
have talked about the “gay subculture” within the
Catholic priesthood, the fact is that orientation is not
the problem. The guilty priests are not touching children
because they are gay or straight, but because of severe
psychological disturbance. As noted in an April 19
New York Times article, scientists who study sex
offenders have said that “homosexuals are no more
likely than heterosexuals to be pedophiles.” The
Church should not be screening for homosexuality but
for mental health problems that could eventually drive
a man of any orientation to act out in such a sick way.
The second subject for discussion is celibacy and
its place in the Church. According to cardinals
interviewed by the New York Times, part of the
conference will be devoted to studying the origins of
the celibacy requirement for clergy and whether or not

REUTERS

St. Peter’s Basilica in Rome was overshadowed by
clouds on April 22 as American cardinals arrived
to discuss the growing sex scandal with the pope.
it could be overturned. There are members of the
Church leadership who believe that the sometimes
lonely, single lifestyle of diocesan priests may
contribute to the psychological pressure which leads
priests to engage in pedophilia or to otherwise break
their vows of celibacy. Their hope is that if priests
were allowed to marry, fewer children would become

the objects of misplaced, suppressed sexual energy.
There may be a solid historical basis for removing
the celibacy requirement. It has been noted that one of
the original motives for having celibate priests may
have developed in the Middle Ages to keep property
rights within the Church, without the problem of
inheritances. If celibacy arose for such reasons as this,
it should certainly be removed as an unworthy
development in Church tradition.
There are many who believe that chastity is integral
to the identity of a priest, although reviewing the history
behind the celibacy requirement may prove otherwise.
Unlike the argument against the ordination of women,
which is firmly rooted in Scripture, celibacy is a more
modern accumulation. The Church stands behind the
idea that women cannot be priests because Christ only
ordained men; however, many of these men, the
Apostles, were accompanied by their families as they
followed Christ, and were clearly not celibate. Thus
the definition of “priest” in the earliest days of the
Church had nothing to do with chastity.
As for the necessity of celibacy for the proper service
of the priesthood, one need only look to pastors in other
Christian churches to be assured of the good results of
having a married clergy. Although that’s not something
the Catholic Church likes to do, now might be the time
to look around for some hope. A wonderful example is
the pastor of an Episcopalian Church which I have
attended since my family moved during my freshman
year. Father Michael is married and has two grown
children, and still he has the time and energy to treat
everyone in his parish like a part of his family. He is
the most involved and active pastor I have ever known,
especially in his warm inclusion of the young people
of the parish.
The celibacy requirement is an old tradition that has
become a part of the Catholic Church’s identity.
However, if it can be proven that celibacy is not as old
or important as we now think it to be, it may be in the
Church’s best interest to let it go, along with other
medieval accumulations that were relinquished as part
of Vatican II. At this point, any measure, however
drastic, must be taken to save children from abuse and
the Church from its own destruction.

No compromise, no ceasefire:

Powell peace talks fail to stop violence
by

Mike Raia ’05

Commentary Staff

Last week, the United States took its
largest diplomatic steps toward solving
the Middle East crisis since the
eleventh-hour attempt of the Clinton
administration. However, Secretary of
State Colin Powell’s ten-day visit to the
region failed to ignite a flame in Israeli
Prime Minister Ariel Sharon.
The Bush administration has failed to
pinpoint- the largest hurdle to ensure
peace in such a valuable region to
American and global interests. Prime
Minister Sharon's refusal to accept any
existence of a Palestinian state that is free
from Israeli settlements has sidelined
several peace plans, specifically the most
recent proposal by the Saudi Crown
Prince.
A recent Washington Post article
highlighted the White House’s lessening
support of Mr. Sharon. White House
Press Secretary Ari Fleischer told
reporters of the administration’s new
stance. “Israel remains America’s friend
... The violence has gotten to the point
now where both parties are so engaged
in the ongoing struggle for the Middle
East that the president wants to find a
way to help the parties to help
themselves.”
These new remarks, which shocked
the newsrooms of the Post and the New
York Times, came several days after
President Bush issued a call for Israel’s
immediate withdrawal from Palestinian

cities, and several days before Powell’s
trip to meet with both Sharon and Arafat.
Powell’s visit to the Middle East
presented itself as the best chance for
peace during this 18-month surge of
violence. However, his effort was tainted
before he even arrived because of
Sharon’s unwillingness to cooperate and
accept the possibility of a Palestinian
state, which must include Gaza and the
West Bank, with Jerusalem as the capital
of both nations (East Jerusalem for Israel
and West Jerusalem for Palestine).
Sharon’s refusal to compromise any
territory in exchange for peace has been
evident since his election.
The Bush administration views
Powell’s meetings as successful despite
the fact that they failed to bring about a
ceasefire. While the White House has
lessened its support for Sharon, the only
way to bring about peace in the Middle
East is to force Sharon to accept the
peace agreement put forward by Saudi
Crown Prince Abdullah bin Abdul Aziz.
Without an agreement by Sharon to
work toward a compromise, the situation
in Israel and the Palestinian territories
can only worsen. This refusal alone holds
enough weight to justify even stronger
language from President Bush and his
administration toward the Israeli Prime
Minister.
Powell’s meeting with Arafat did
establish communication with the P.L.O.
leader. Specifically, Powell’s meeting
put
the
Palestinian
leader’s
condemnations of terrorist acts in the

REUTERS

Flames light up the Church of the Nativity in Behtlehem, where Palestinian
troops were beseiged by Israeli forces on April 22.
Although1 Arafat has not been shown
spotlight in American media. A statement
released by Arafat, and translated by the actively curbing terrorism (many
Associated Press, stated, “His Israelis, including Sharon, have openly
Excellency President Arafat expresses expressed their beliefs that Arafat
[his] deep condemnation for all terrorist sponsors terrorist groups such as
activities, whether it is state terrorism, Hamas), his statements are too strong
terrprism by a group or individual only to be pushed aside by Sharon and
terrorism. This position comes from our Israel.
steady principle that rejects using
Arafat, and the rest of the world,
violence and terror against civilians as a
Arafat, page 11
way to achieve political goals.”
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So much to ready so little motivation: Tangents is the perfect solution.
Deifying the demons In an incredible and disgusting development, many in the media have apparently decided to make
Cardinal Roger Mahony of Los Angeles into the hero of the sex-abuse scandal. When Mahony was Bishop of Stockton, Calif.,
he too transferred a pedophile priest rather than reporting him to the police, and he has been less than forthcoming in dealing
with the Los Angeles police about pedophiles in that archdiocese. However, he is, unlike Cardinal Law, considered a liberal,
and in recent days he has earned attention by calling for a re-examination of the celibacy requirement. Because of this, the
media, instead of condemning this whited sepulchre for his hypocrisy, have ignored his past misconduct and have instead
showered him with adulation. More than one article has gone so far as to call him the only cardinal who might urge John Paul
II to treat the pedophilia problem seriously. This is not the first time that the media have shown a double standard on this issue.
The same Massachusetts establishment that now condemns Cardinal Law once defended Gerry Studds after his sexual
relationship with a 17-year old page was uncovered and even lionized him as a gay hero. Perhaps these hypocrites are only
concerned about children when they can pin the blame on those whom they already dislike. —James Kabala ’02

Think about this Last weekend, sophomore Jackie Gaudioso installed a beautiful work of art in the cul-de-sac outside
Aquinas Hall. “The Thinker” was built primarily from car parts and made a whimsical addition to the little forest in the circle.
Accompanying the sculpture was a letter explaining the installment and dedicating the work to the memory of her friend and
fellow art student John Philpott ’02. The sculpture was knocked down during the night, probably by angry anti-art underground
activists. I can’t imagine the same people who trash McDermott Hall every weekend could have been responsible.Thankfully,
the sculpture has been restored. I hope it stays there indefinitely as a reminder of the beauty in simple things.
—Erin Simmeth ’03
Caught up in the frenzy The recent New England sports phenomenon has caught the attention of even the most athletically
oblivious, namely me. With both the Celtics and the Bruins experiencing post-season victories and the Red Sox playing
respectably for once, one can hardly wonder at the frenzy of New England sports fans. Perhaps it was the Patriots who got the
ball rolling, but to whomever or whatever caused the current winning situation, I say thank you. Even for those of us who
aren’t really all that into sports, losing gets to be a bit monotonous. —Stephanie Pietros ’04
Let’s see the really atypical fans
Several of my associates and I were watching a Red Sox game the other day when
something absurd was brought to my attention. For years the local Sox broadcasts have featured a “not so typical fan”
segment that highlights a person in the stands. As you can imagine, this “not your typical fan” is almost always some little kid,
sitting bright eyed in the box seats with Mommy and Daddy, happy to be at his very first baseball game. Isn’t this pretty
typical? If they want to use the phrase “not your typical fan” then show me a fan that isn’t so typical. I want to see a guy sitting
in the bleachers in a bathrobe cursing at himself. Put the camera on a guy smoking a cigarette in a spacesuit or somebody
feeding a fake parrot on his shoulder. Now that would be “not your typical fan.” —John McHugh ’03

New England gets four seasons in seven days What happened to spring? What happened to the 60-degree days with games
of whiffle ball and Frisbee the Friar leading my tour last spring told me about? Immediately after a mild winter (which begs the
question, “What happened to the snow?”), we went straight to 87-degree summer afternoons. Last week I wrote an article on
baseball because it represents America. Spring is another one of those American traits that no person (especially in the mid
Atlantic area and New England) can escape from. Yet apparently there will be no spring this year, just like there was no
Opening Day in baseball in 1995. What the heck? —Mike Raia ’05

Our grass is crass What is wrong with our school? Why don’t we have any grass on our campus? The only places that seem
to contain nice grass are those very few areas where people visiting the school will be likely to see, like in front of Harkins. The
rest of the school’s lawns are usually just a pile of dirt and sand with a few pieces of crab grass sticking out. One of the reasons
seems to be that students simply create paths on the lawn so they can have a direct route to wherever they are going. This is a
result of there being aggravating real sidewalks and paths at our school since every one! seems to take you about five miles out
of your way. The other reason is that students are careless and do not take care of the campus. Maybe if students began
cleaning up after themselves and proved that they really care about the way our school looks, then the administration would
think about making the campus’ appearance a little bit nicer for those students who enjoy relaxing or playing on some nice
grass. —Sasha Gillin ’04

Letters to the Editor
Double standard
deeply offensive
I was quite surprised to see the new
advertisements for The Cowl's informa
tion session. One of the ads calling for
commentary writers boasts the headline,
“Familiar with Deep Throat?” Although
we all know Deep Throat was the
Watergate informant, I do not think most
people made that immediate connection.
I think most people would have associ

Men should study
women’s issues too
I would like to state a few important
points regarding the young women of
this school. First of all the facts — one
out of four college women say they were
raped or experienced an attempted rape,
and one out of 12 college men say they
have forced a woman to have sexual in

ated “deep throat” with oral sex. I per
sonally do not have a problem with the
use of sex in advertising, but I do remem
ber the the Feb. 28 edition of The Cowl,
where Dave Holman and RJ Friedman
criticized the Vagina Monologues for the
somewhat racy phrases included in the
advertising. They felt it took away from
the real message of the Vagina Mono
logues and emphasized the shock factor
of some of the terms. They went so far
as to question if this is really why stu
dents brought the show to campus. If it

was offensive and wrong for the Vagina
Monologues to use sex for advertise
ment, then it is wrong for The Cowl as
well. Since Dave was so concerned
about the shock value of the Vagina
Monologes, how did this headline ever
get past him?
Tara Conte ’03

tercourse against her will. Now, I am
writing to you in order to let every col
lege member out there know that this is
what Women’s Studies classes and femi
nism is all about. I am writing to try and
change what goes on out there on this
and all other college campuses. Women
can no longer walk alone at night, with
out the fear that there is a man hiding
around the nearest comer just waiting to
attack. Some people try to blame these

forced, and unwanted attacks on women
because of how they were provocatively
dressed. Seriously, women should be
able to wear what they want, because ev
eryone knows that men can. We need to
change all of this fear on our college
campus by letting men know what is
going on, along with letting women
know. More men should take Women’s
Studies classes and know that there is
more to these classes than a large group
of angry women with mixed-up sexual
feelings and boredom. These classes will
let men know what is going on in this
world between both women and men,
and they might quite possibly think of
ways to change women’s fears and op
pression.
Stacey Prefontaine ’05

Online Poll Results
Poll for the 4/18 issue: “Do Student Congress
campaigns represent candidates adequately?”
Yes. The process is informative and substantial.
(7%, 2 votes)

Editor’s Note: The Cowl reminds read
ers that the views of individual writers
do not necessarily represent the views
o/The Cowl as an organization.

No, but the process is as informative as it could
be considering our apathetic student body.
(14%, 4 votes)

No. The campaigns are disorganized and apparently meaningless.
-t-F- -+
-H~h
itit :71
.i ■ J
“Li
(79%, 22 votes)
tr .4:
4
Poll current as of Wednesday 4 p.m.
Vote on this issue’s poll at www.thecowl.com: “Should the Catholic Church
consider waiving the celibacy requirement for priests?”

Submit
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www.thecowl.com
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Law banning partial-birth abortion “anti-barbaric”
by James

Kabala ’02

Commentary Staff

Partial-birth abortion is back in the
news again. (I’m sorry — all good
journalists are supposed to refer to it as
“a procedure opponents call ‘partial
birth abortion.” My mistake.) When a
Supreme Court ruling in the case of
Stenberg v. Carhart made laws banning
the procedure unconstitutional almost
two years ago, the issue seemed to have
faded away. Now, however, the Virginia
legislature has passed a bill attempting
to correct the wording problems the
original bills passed by 31 states
supposedly suffered. Unfortunately,
Virginia Governor Mark Warner vetoed
the bill.

an eight-week old
fetus has sensory
nerves, a brain stem,
and pain receptors
just as in a born
person.
For those who may have forgotten,
partial-birth abortion is the procedure in
which a baby is fully delivered except
for the head, then the doctor sticks
scissors in the neck and sucks out the
brains. It should be pretty obvious that
a law banning such a procedure is not
only a good thing but, in the words of
Justice Scalia’s dissent in Stenberg v.
Carhart, “anti-barbarian.” It is no
wonder that many well-meaning prochoicers attempt to make a distinction
between this method and others by
opposing this method.
It is a disgrace that such people as
the Clintons, Gore, Lieberman, Kennedy,
Kerry, and Edwards — in short, except

for Bill and Ted, the most viable (no pun
intended) Democratic candidates for
President — are not among this group.
However, these well-meaning prochoicers are closing their eyes to the fact
that all abortions are brutal acts. I am
not going to defile this paper by
describing these acts in detail. Anyone
who wants the grisly details can easily
find them on the internet and elsewhere.
Suffice it to say that most first trimester
abortions involve suction, most later
ones literal dismemberment. It is not
pretty.
When does the fetus feel pain? No
one seems to know. In some ways it this
is an unimportant question. After all,
murdering someone painlessly in his
sleep is not considered acceptable simply
because they do not feel any pain. Signs
of life such as a beating heart and brain
wave activity are present long before
pain receptors are.
Nonetheless, the question sheds some
interesting light on the issue in general.
Long before legal abortion was even
thought of, experts believed that fetus
could feel pain by the end of the first
trimester. Nowadays, pro-lifers tend to
hold closer to the former opinion,
believing that pain is present as early
seven or eight weeks, and citing such
evidence as the fact that if one sticks a
pin in the hand of a fetus, the fetus pulls
his or her hand away, and that a fetus
will quickly move away when in a
seemingly uncomfortable position. In
addition to this rather anecdotal
evidence, they cite the fact that an eightweek old fetus has sensory nerves, a
brain stem, and pain receptors that fire
messages to the brain just as in a bom
person. Pro-choicers tend to support
studies that favor a time of 20 or 24
weeks. Even if the pro-choicers are
right, shouldn’t they at least agree that
abortion should be banned after 24
weeks? How can it not be infanticide to
kill a member of the species Homo

ap

Protesters hold conflicting placards, some pro-choice and some pro-life,
outside the Supreme Court on April 19, 2001.
sapiens that has a brain, a beating heart,
and can feel pain? Yet a true fanatic will
tell you that abortion should be legal
right up to the point of delivery.
This last point highlights the selfdelusion at the heart of the pro-choice
movement. Nearly all Americans, when
not thinking directly about the issue of
abortion, treat the fetus as a living being.
Those who are the most strongly pro
choice are often the quickest to believe
studies about the virtue of speaking to,
reading to, or even playing music for the
unborn. Every year a new study shows
more of the fetus’s abilities. Last year a
study showed that the fetus in the womb
may have memory. A fetus sleeps, for
Heaven’s sake; a rather difficult feat for
a mere clump of cells.
Witness also the need for politicians
to explain that they don’t think of
abortion as a good thing, as in Bill

Clinton’s famous statement that abortion
ought to be “safe, legal, and rare.” Why?
If the fetus is not a human life, who cares
whether abortions are more or less
common than any other medical
procedure. The only real conclusion is
that most pro-choicers know in their
heart of hearts that the fetus is a human
life, but they close their minds to the fact.
That is why, in the long run (by which 1
mean a century or two) there are really
only two ways to go - back to the
position that human life is sacred from
conception, or to the position that the
right to be free of unwanted children
includes the right to commit infanticide
as well - a view already supported not
only by the notorious Peter Singer but
by those two supposed heroes of the
modern age, Watson and Crick. May
God grant us the grace to choose the right
path.

UNICCO wages keep workers in poverty
and $600 million in sales last year, has
proposed a 3% raise for its PC workers
next year. But the company proposes as
well to significantly increase the
workers’ prescription and hospital co
payment.
Under the new compensation
proposal, PC UNICCOworkers will earn
about $1200 per month before taxes.
Think about what that means for these
workers based on this conservative
monthly budget:
Rent
Utilities
Food
Medical
Transportation
Insurance

PETE JOHNSON '03/The Cowl

A UNICCO employee protests in
favor of a wage raise on April 4.
by John J.

Colby

Guest Commentary

Many of you know that an outside
company, UNICCO, hires workers to
clean campus facilities. While PC is not
the employer de jure, PC contracts with
UNICCO and is therefore a “player” in
the UNICCO-worker relationship.
Currently, PC UNICCO workers are
paid approximately $8 per hour. At
Brown, URI, and Bryant College,
comparable workers are paid $11.
Without a second job, a UNICCO-PC
worker with a family lives in poverty.
UNICCO, with 1300 clients nationwide

$600
200
200
25
50
75

Total:
$1150
Assuming no other costs (no clothes,
car payments, house emergencies, and
remember, taxes are yet to be paid), PC
UNICCO workers have no money left
after paying for basic necessities. To say
that PC UNICCO workers are in a bind
would be an understatement.
When 1 first did this analysis, I wrote
to Father Smith and asked him to
advocate with UNICCO on behalf of
these workers. Based on Catholic
teaching, I argued. Providence College
could not allow workers on this campus
to toil for poverty-level wages. The case
I made to Father Smith is compelling
based on the Church’s clear and
consistent teaching on labor justice. No
fewer than four popes have spoken in
detail about management's obligation to
pay fair wages. In Divini Redemptori
(1937), Pius XI said, “Social justice
cannot be said to have been justified as
long as workingmen are denied a salary
that will enable them to secure proper
sustenance for themselves and their
families.”
Notwithstanding the clarity of church

teaching, PC officials insist that they
cannot involve themselves in the
UNICCO-worker negotiations. But PC
promotes the Catholic tradition and that
tradition is clear on the matter of
advocacy for worker justice. In his
encyclical, Laborem Exercens (1981),
part of that tradition, Pope John Paul II
said, “The Church considers it her task
always to call ttention to the dignity and
rights of those who work, to condemn
situations in which that dignity and those
rights are violated, and to guide the
above-mentioned changes so as to ensure
authentic progress by man and society.”
John Paul’s words leave no room for
PC administrators to ignore the plight of
workers who cannot sustain a dignified
family life on the wages they earn at PC.
I had hoped that College officials
would be guided by their Church’s
teaching and advocate on behalf of the
most vulnerable members of our
working community. Sadly, those
officials, counseled by persons with a
corporate mentality, cling to their selfimposed silence. Passing on the
opportunity to show our students that
Providence College promotes in deeds

its mission to encourage "... the deepest
respect for the essential dignity, freedom
and equality of every person...” , our
students learn instead that among our
neighboring institutions; Brown, Bryant
and URI, only PC knowingly contracts
with a company that pays its workers
poverty-level wages.
Without becoming embroiled in the
specifics of contract negotiations, it
would be simple and appropriate for Fr.
Smith to say that as a matter of policy
consistent with Catholic social teaching.
Providence College must insist that
everyone who works on this campus be
paid an adequate wage.
I strongly urge each of you to write
or e-mail Fr. Smith and encourage him
to support workplace justice. Your action
on behalf of the PC UNICCO workers
can help to change the unseemly fact that
at this Catholic College, in direct
contradiction to Church teaching, men
and women are employed at or near
poverty-level wages.

Dr. Colby is Professor of
Psychology at Providence College.

Arafat demonized in peace talks
-Continued from page 9wants to see peace happen. “[I] once
again emphasize our full commitment to
a fair and just peace between the two
peoples and two states as a strategic
choice - peace that could provide
security for the Israelis and liberty and
freedom in an independent state for the
Palestinian people,” Arafat said in his
statement.
Arafat’s changing philosophy reflects
the dire circumstances the region is
experiencing. Not until Mr. Sharon sees
the conflict through the same eyes as the
Bush administration and Mr. Arafat, will

peace be reasonable. While Mr. Sharon
wants to believe Arafat is sponsoring
terrorist attacks on Israeli civilians and
former-Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin
Netanyahu has called for the removal of
Arafat, Mr. Arafat is not a terrorist and
is the only leader with a wide enough
following in Palestine to achieve
diplomatic peace. Bill Clinton missed his
chance to win the Nobel Peace Award in
2000. Mr. Sharon, along with Mr. Arafat,
has a perfect opportunity to share the
award if he is willing to compromise
territory that belongs to the Palestinians
in an effort to safe lives.
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They ’re watching you:

British security software suspicious itself
Is our fear great enough that we must submit ourselves
to constant surveillance and scrutiny?

Security cameras equipped with software which
monitors behavior have been installed in British
railway stations to prevent violent crime.
by John

McHugh ’03

Commentary Staff

Any philosopher will tell you that humanity’s
greatest existential problem is related to fear. Some
say that this is a fear of death. Others say that it is fear
of a life without meaning. The religious will tell you
that it is fear of punishment in an afterlife. So where
do we turn in the midst of this fear that is not only
inherent but fostered by the cruel world around us?
Right into the open, waiting arms of Big Brother.
A few of our slightly classier cousins across the pond
have just developed software that, when combined with
closed circuit television security cameras, can make a
mathematical estimation of a human subject’s activity
by comparing certain types of body language with pre-

programmed recipes for human decisions. The
software is called Cromatica and was developed by Dr.
Sergio-“you-can-still-trust-me-even-though-I-havethe-name-of-a-James-Bond-movie-supervillian ”Velastin of Kingston University in London.
Cromatica is designed to anticipate crime before it
happens by alerting police when a person is displaying
the warning signs for “suspicious behavior.” The idea
is that the software will act as an alarm for security
people, thereby circumventing the problem of humans
having to remain diligently concentrated on hours upon
hours of mundane, uneventful security footage in order
to actually witness the undertaking of a crime that is
conducted in a few seconds. This new software is
intended for use in London’s public transportation
system and has already been successfully tested at the
Liverpool Street Tube Station, and it is probably on its
way over here.
It is scary enough that everywhere we turn, we are
faced with the prospect of being watched by a camera.
Now we have to deal with machines that give state
officers a reason to hassle us because we fit into some
preprogrammed idea of body language. I imagine the
next step will be to implant a microchip in every
newborn child that allows the state to monitor it for
eventually possible wrongdoing or (gasp) anti-social
or anti-establishment thought processes.
You laugh, but it is becoming more and more
common to do this to dogs so that they can be found
when they get lost. Just wait. The ever-plotting “they”
will market it to you as a safety device that helps find
lost children. Or maybe it will be tried on convicted
criminals. Give ’em a little zap if a computer says
they are about to misbehave.
My point is that these things all sound like a good

idea, so we accept them without ever considering their
implications. Of course people want to feel safer or be
less afraid upon entering a dark subway station late at
night. There is nothing wrong with this. But is our
fear great enough that we must submit ourselves to
constant surveillance and scrutiny?
As previously mentioned, everyone will admit that
life is scary. Natural dangers put aside, there are bad
people out there who want to do bad things. There
always has been. But to try and ease our fears of
external harm by making us concerned about whether
or not we are acting “suspicious” is to merely change
the problem, not solve it.
And who or what decides what is objectively
suspicious anyway? Suppose that, in the wake of Sept.
11, “long beard” and “Arabic looking” are programmed
into the list of suspicious qualities. Or how about just
simply “dark skin”? You can see the frightening
possibilities.
The arguments in favor of Cromatica are easy
enough to predict. As Dr. Velastin tells us, “The idea
is that the computer detects a potential event and shows
it to the operator, who then decides what to do — so
we are still a long way off from machines replacing
humans.” This may be the case, but doesn’t a person
have a right to walk down the street looking somewhat
“odd” without being harassed by a police officer?
Has our fear finally forced us to forfeit free will by
allowing us to categorize people as “suspicious” based
upon what a computer thinks? The bottom line is that
any attempt to monitor people for the purpose of
enforcing an “objective” standard of “appropriate
behavior” should be viewed with extreme caution. Not
to do so is to be naive.

Springtime reminder to respect our campus
by

Stephanie Pietros ’04

Commentary Staff

The advent of warm, spring weather
has brought about the flowering of the
trees, a run on flip-flops at Old Navy,
and a brand new supply of mulch which
arrived here at PC just in time for Family
Day. Surprisingly, however, the arrival
of spring has given rise to another
phenomenon which seems completely
incongruous with the spring renewal
visible all around campus. The large
number of people who can be witnessed
catching some rays on blankets and lawn
chairs, playing Frisbee and baseball is
hardly unusual. Even having to do
school work hardly seems a chore when
it can be done outside. But at night,
when the sun has finished its glorious
descent in the Western sky, the sunny PC
of activity and action becomes a much
grimmer and forlorn place. Empty water
bottles, wrappers and papers have taken
the place of sunbathers in a scene which
hardly bears testament to the beauty of
spring.
The litter all over the quad serves to
highlight the greater environmental
issues that never seem to take precedence
on campus. Excessive litter on the quad,
a highly visible result of last week’s
warm weather, points to a recurring
problem across campus, not just now but
throughout the year. It is not difficult to
wait another hundred or so feet until one
can find the nearest trash can or recycling
bin, and yet the evidence of littering is
everywhere. The steps of Raymond
Cafeteria are constantly strewn with litter
as well, in the form of paper coffee cups,
ice cream cups and plastic spoons, and
various unidentifiable food items.
Raymond as well as Slavin is the site
of another environmental hazard, waste.
How many of us use plastic spoons for
our ice cream or paper cups for our
coffee when we are not taking it out of

the dining hall and there is not a shortage
of the non-disposable variety of these
products? How many of us actually use
the reusable mugs that B.O.P. provides
every year instead of a Styrofoam coffee
mug in Slavin, and how many of us
remember to put recyclables in the tray
return instead of more conveniently
throwing them in the trash? Judging
from my experience, we often take the
easier route, despite the fact that the more
environmentally friendly solution does

this indifference
regarding the
environment stems
from our inability to
think about any time
other than right now
not really require that much extra effort.
It probably takes all of 30 seconds to
walk to the other side of Slavin tn put a
plastic bottle in the tray return to be
recycled, and yet how many of us are
guilty of simply throwing the bottle in
the trash?
Slavin Cafeteria is not the only site
of laxity in regards to recycling. I have
witnessed many a newspaper or bottle
in the trash can of my bathroom, which
I hardly believe to be atypical of the
campus as a whole. True, it requires a
bit more effort to walk down the hall to
the trash room to dispose of recyclable
products, and it would be convenient if
PC provided us with individual recycling
bins for our rooms as most other colleges
do. Is it still not the epitome of
unawareness to walk down one side of
the hall to throw away a plastic bottle in
the bathroom when one could simply
walk down the other side of the hall and

Molly Norloch ’04 puts trash to good use by “re-soiling” a shoe for a
recycled art sculpture at Earth Day on Slavin Lawin April 19.
throw said bottle in the recycling bin in
the trash room?
Sadly, PC’s environmental woes
seem to stem from this very lack of
awareness. It is not an innate aversion
to environmental issues or even a deeprooted lack of concern. Instead, it an
unawareness that stems from failing to
think outside the present on a day to day
basis. It would be grossly unfair to say
that failure among PC students to think
outside themselves and their own
immediate needs is the cause of lack of
care for the environment.
The
commitment of many PC students to
various community outreach and service
programs indicates an attitude that is far
from self centered and self absorbed.
This indifference regarding the

Got something to say?
Commentary sweats you hardcore.

environment stems from our inability to
think about any time other than right
now. We fail to realize that what we do
to our environment now, however small
and insignificant it may seem, can and
will affect the future.
Physical plant
workers may be there early on Monday
morning to clean up the mess on the
quad, but they will not be there in the
future when the problem has gotten out
of hand. Especially in light of the
passing of another Earth Day, it is time
we all started to pay more attention to
the little things we do every day that have
a negative impact on not only our
campus environment, but on a larger
scale as well.

Apply to Commentary now for next year —all you
need is an opinion and a writing sample.

Ever feel like you ’re being watched?

Dancing up some spring showers...
Spring Dance Preview, page 18

Murder by Numbers, page 14
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Botched Brecht

Picks
of the
Week
by Lavra

The Blackfriars Theatre's production of The Caucasian Chalk Circle
is strong, but gives audiences a jumbled view of the original script
by

Bergemann ’02

Advertising Manager 2001-2002

Erin Woulfe ’03

A&E Staff

i

Movie
The Muppets Take Manhattan
Directed by Frank Oz
While all the Muppet movies are
definitely worth seeing again and
again, Jim Henson’s last creation has
Kermit riding a bicycle and the first
appearance of the Muppet Babies.
What more could you ask for?

This past weekend at Blackfriars
Theater, the Department of Theater,
Dance, and Film presented Bertolt
Brecht’s The Caucasian Chalk Circle.
Directed by David E. Sullivan, the play
is a loose retelling of the King Soloman
story involving a child and his two
mothers: the one who brought him into
the world and the other who made the
sacrifices to raise him.
While at points confusing, the story
of the young boy is spun together by an
ensemble who play multiple characters
in the tale. The simple and colorful set,
lighting, and costumes add to the
performance in a subtle manner. The
action is the focal point, and typically
not upstaged by the background
decoration. The only instance where one
of these elements took away from the
actors was the costuming of the soldiers.
Because they wore what appeared to be
football shoulder pads, it removed the
sense of time period conveyed through
all the other costumes and stage
decoration and were distracting when
they performed.

The Caucasian
Chalk Circle
Directed by David Sullivan
April 18-21,2002

Music
Ten
Pearl Jam
Pearl Jam's debut features songs like
“Alive,” “Black,” and “Jeremy” that
are filled with energy, passion, and
emotion that show why the band has
outlasted tire grunge bands of the
early nineties. Ten is Pearl Jam’s solid
foundation for a career that has lasted
for more than a decade now and
continues to progress.

Book
Expecting Adam
by Martha Beck
This true story chronicles the nine
extraordinary months leading up to
the birth of the author’s second child,
Adam. During this time, Beck faces \
seemingly insurmountable obstacles,
but the help she receives is nothing
short of miraculous. You won’t be
able to put this one down.

The strengths of this production rest
in the charismatic portrayal of the
characters by the major players in the
ensemble. Elisabeth Bailey, a guest
actress and senior at Brown University,
immediately draws the audience into the
story with her melodic voice. Her vocals
are well complimented by pianist Steve
Rougas ’05 and the simplicity of his
original compositions.
Bailey’s
transitions from song to speech and back
again are performed fluidly and do not
detract from her storytelling. She has
the effectove ability to weave together
all the characters into this epic tale,
reinforcing the essential qualities of a
good storyteller.
The relationship between the
characters Grusha and her fiance Simon,
is played out effortlessly by Betsy Jensen
’05 and Dan Janiero '04. The duo’s
consistent believability and excellent
chemistry allows the audience to
experience emotions along with them.
Their playful love is just as real as the
later-seen anger, frustration, and relief
that the two endure. Separately, these
two actors are also quite strong, but it is
the honesty seen in their relationship that
again draws the audience into the epic.
The confusing aspect of this
performance lies in both the author and
director’s separate motivations regarding
their approach to the piece. The program
notes give the impression that the
purpose of Bertolt Brecht’s style of
theater was to engage the audience in
thought rather than engage them in the
story and emotions of the characters
within it. The acting should be stylized
and characters dissociated from the
actors portraying them.
On the whole this ensemble staged a

JOHN ENGLISHMEN '03/The Cowl

Grusha (Betsey Jensen ’05) pleads with Judge Adzak (Michael Propster ’03)
to keep the child she raised in Brecht’s The Caucasian Chalk Circle.
performance in accordance with the. believing them. While watching this
impression of Brecht given in the performance it was difficult to reconcile
program notes. Katie McBrine ’04, who seeing some natural emotion with seeing
played the grandiose and selfish wife of some disconnected characterization.
While on the whole The Caucasian
the murdered governor, and biological
mother of the young boy, most Chalk Circle was characterized by both
effectively accomplished this sort of strong individual performances and the
stylized dissociated performance. It was smooth work of a powerful ensemble,
also exemplified in junior Michael the inconsistencies in motivation pose a
Propster’s portrayal of the drunken and difficult challenge for the audience.
somewhat corrupt judge. These actors Uniformity in either direction, stylized
gave the audience the emotionally acting or raw emotion would have
disconnected representation described, immensely aided. Without it, depending
sometimes even going so far as to overdo upon which method an individual
the action, so while the audience prefers, he or she could view the stylized
understood the emotion being conveyed, acting as fake and overdone, or the
emotional portrayals as forced and
they would not be captivated by it.
Where, then, should the performances artificial. While it seemed in this
of Bailey, Janeiro, and Jensen be placed? performance that neither observation
These performances are also effective would be true, a consistent choice would
and well done, but in another sense. The have removed the ambiguity and resulted
emotions portrayed by these actors are in a more coherent show. Because of
raw, real, and draw in the audience. The this haziness it would be easy to discount
expectation, however, is that they would the acting of one style over the other, and
be the opposite. This sort of play needs misinterpret the overall strength of the
to take the risk of being all or nothing. performers. The one element necessary
The actors either need to be detached to strengthen this performance would be
from the characters they play, or clearer and more consistent direction so
conversely actually expressing the that all the actors portrayed a similar
character’s true emotions in a way by style of performance in their characters.
which the audience can be drawn into GRADE: B-
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Cruel Intentions

Sandra Bullock proves she’s no Miss Congeniality
in her new dramatic thriller, Murder by Numbers
by

David Teodosio ’05

A&E Staff

The Usual Suspects: Special
Edition
Directed by Brian Singer
MGM, Rated R
The third DVD release of The
Usual Suspects, Brian Singer and
Christopher McQuarrie’s twisty
double Oscar-winner (1995 for Best
Original Screenplay and Best
Supporting Actor-—Kevin Spacey),
finally gives Keyser Soze the digital
treatment that he deserves.
The Usual Suspects is a series of
intricate lies, told by Verbal Kint
(Kevin Spacey) to Inspector Dave
Kujan (Chazz Palminteri) in an
interrogation about a deadly fire and
explosion on a boat during a
suspected drug shipment. Only
Verbal and a severely burned man
survive, and in the interrogation,
Verbal tells Kujan about four other
felons (played by Benicio Del Toro,
Gabriel Byrne, Stephen Baldwin, and
Kevin Pollak) he met in a line-up,
who he pulled a few jobs with, then
was charged by the mysterious
Keyser Soze to heist a drug shipment
in a New York harbor.
The film wouldn’t be anything
special except for the central
mystery—who is Keyser Soze?
Verbal’s story leads and misleads
Kujan and the audience by weaving
an intricate web of lies, half-truths,
and tangential “evidence.” For a first
time viewer, the film’s ending is a
jaw-dropper, but even with a surprise
ending questions linger, as does the
great ensemble performance, which
increases the film’s replay level to
one above most films with twist
endings.
The DVD features a new, muted,
but sharp anamorphic transfer that
looks like projected film and does
not, like many other transfers,
brighten the picture too much and try
to account for ambient light, so watch
this one with the lights off. The DVD
features an older, but enlightening
and entertaining audio commentary
by director Bryan Singer and writer
Christopher McQuarrie, as well as
recently unearthed deleted scenes and
documentary featurettes.
After viewing the deleted
material, one realizes why it was cut
— except for the scene where Keaton
(Byrne) plants a bomb on the boat,
which would have added fodder for
the “Keaton is Keyser Soze”
argument. The featurettes aren’t
much but the Cannes one consists of
some fun home video footage, and
the one entitled, “Keyser Soze—Lie
or Legend,” contains a great Gabriel
Byme interview where, like a lot of
moviegoers, he still seems a little
miffed (and confused) about the
ending of the film.

THE MOVIE: B+
THE FEATURES: B+
THE DVD: B+
—by Mark M. Balas ’03

Murder By Numbers is an attempt to
reveal the fact that you cannot get away
with murder, no matter how smart you
are, no matter how much you read about
it in books, and no matter how driven
you are.
Cassie Mayweather (Sandra Bullock)
is an experienced but weathered
detective who finds herself teamed with
a precise rookie, Sam Kennedy (Ben
Chaplin). The two are ordered to
investigate a fresh case involving the
murder of a middle-aged woman, whose
body was found wrapped in plastic and
dumped down the banks of a local river
with no clues, no finger prints, and
nothing that could link the body to its
killers. However, they discover a pile of
vomit, and seemingly deliberately placed
rug fibers, one human hair, and one
baboon hair on the body.

Murder by Numbers
Directed by Barbet
Schroeder
Providence Place, Rated R

As a “hunch” detective, Mayweather
thrives on instincts over the obvious
evidence. She tries to defy what is
apparent and what Sam, her in
experienced new partner, thinks is an
open-and-shut case. She transfers the
blame from a school janitor (Chris Penn)
(who, oddly enough, is the owner of a
baboon, has matching hair and rug fibers,
and mysteriously commits suicide), to
two teenage high school students,
Richard Haywood (Ryan Gosling), and
Justin Pendleton (Michael Pitt).
Bullock’s character is a moral,
tolerant person. However, a past
experience with a murder has left her
mentally and physically scarred for life.
She tried to forget her past, but the nature
of her work is a constant reminder of her
fears. The one thing that she has and
can do to reconcile those fears and focus
her life is try to save others from the hell
that she endured; she takes her work
personally. However, when it is personal,
the case takes hold of the detective —
she identifies with the victim, not the
suspect.
Richard Haywood is the high school
“hot shot.” He has it all: money, a rich
family, friends, a beautiful car, and all
the girls can’t resist him. He is smart,
but an underachiever. He is, however, a
master of manipulation and duplicity.
Justin Pendleton is the classic
example of the outcast, dark, and
ridiculed student — the one that is typed
“most likely to go off the deep end.” He
is extremely intelligent. He knows the
process of cracking a murder case, he
knows how not to be caught, and thinks
he has every detail planned out perfectly,
right down to passing the blame to the
school janitor.
The unlikely duo team together to tiy
to mastermind the murder of a randomly
selected victim. Why? Because there
was nothing else to do; they wanted to
prove that they could do it. It would
occupy some time in their boring,
intellectually unchallenging, teenage
lives. No one would ever expect the two
of being involved in a murder, let alone
together. It was a perfect plan, the
authorities would think they had no
motive and they would get away with it.
However, Mayweather thinks otherwise.
The film examines the fact that
human creativity, when it is unable to
find a constructive outlet, resorts to ruin,
killing, and sadism to derive fulfillment.
It also examines the fact that the absence
of a nurturing family life, constant
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ridicule and discontent, pigeonholing,
and the monotony of everyday can send
teenagers, or anyone for that matter, into
a state criminality. The two boys have
fallen victim to these realities.
Murder By Numbers doesn’t concern
the traditional “whodunit” murder
mystery. It gives the audience insight
into the plot; they learn everything, and
they get both sides of the situation.
Murder By Numbers is a film that lends
itself to the audience’s curiosity of how
much the boys will get away with.
Although predictable, the film is very
suspenseful.
So are today’s misguided teens
capable of being noticed in respect to
their talents, or is this a “lost generation”
that needs to “shake the trees” to be
heard? The motives are not their own;
they are brought on by the denial of

sound relationships with friends and
family. However, the Murder By
Numbers is a fair warning that murder is
still a crime; it will always be a sin, and
crimes and sins must be paid for. No
one can get away with murder — sooner
or later, everyone gets caught.

GRADE: B

Reminder: Off Campus Students
If you are planning to live off campus for the
’02 - ’03 school year, you are required to fill out a
permission form and address card. You need to
provide us with this information every year.
You may stop by the Off-Campus Living Office, St.
Joseph Hall 106, to obtain the appropriate forms.
Office hours are Monday through Friday, 8:30 a.m.
to 4:30 p.m. If you have any questions, please call
865-2420.
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Mariner: Somewhere Music
between the land and the sea Notes
by

Dan Devine ’04

Asst. A&E Editor

WHO: Mariner
WHERE: Wakefield, RI
WHAT: Hurry Up and Wait, their 2001
debut, currently available on Arbeid
Records; their final show. May 10 at
AS220’s 8th Annual Fool’s Ball
FOR FANS OF: Rainer Maria, June of
44, Built to Spill, Death Cab For Cutie
It always sucks when something gets
taken from you — especially when you
just found about it. And, if you’re like
me, especially when that something is a
pretty cool band.
So, it’d be fair to say that I wasn’t
too happy when I found out that Mariner
is breaking up.
It happened at the end of an interview
I conducted with Mariner for this article.
1 wanted to cap the session off with what
I felt was a relatively innocuous question
about the band’s future. When I asked
if they were going to tour extensively or
start work on a new album anytime soon,
there was a bit of an uncomfortable
silence. The silence ended when Jay
Kooger (guitar/vocals) coughed and
said, “Unfortunately, due to unforeseen
circumstances, Mariner will be playing
its last show on May 10 at AS220.”
Nobody seemed too willing to elaborate
on those “unforeseen circumstances,”
and I didn’t want to push them. Or
maybe I did. Regardless. I just thanked
them for their time, closed up shop, and
came home to start writing.
As bands go, the soon-to-be-defunct
Wakefield quartet is practically an infant.
When The Andrea Gale split up, Kooger
and bassist Lauren Holt hooked up with
former Plain as Day drummer Mike
Viele and ex-Strike Force singer Dina
Carpentito to form Mariner, an indie
rock outfit with the goal of creating “a
melodic wall of ambient sound, carefully
designed to make you believe you’re
somewhere between the land and the
sea.” If that description sounds broad
and vague, it’s supposed to. While he
agrees that labeling bands makes them
easier to talk about, Kooger
acknowledges that it’s a lot harder to
compartmentalize when it’s your own
music.
“I guess if I had to describe what
exactly we do, I would say that the music
is definitely layered with the ability to
tell a story. It really is a tough thing to
put into words. Like anyone else, we
write what we feel and try to portray
what we want to say.”
What Mariner wants to say isn’t
always immediately evident, thanks
largely to the band’s predilection toward
overlapping vocal patterns and often
contrasting lyrics. Several songs on
Hurry Up and Wait, released last year
on independent Rhode Island label
Arbeid Records, feature two different
sets of words sung simultaneously by
Carpentito and Kooger, often making it
difficult to pick out what each is trying
to say.
While some would slam the band’s
approach as cacophonous and
incomprehensible, Carpentito sees it as
emblematic of the rather loose and
chaotic mission statement that formed
Mariner in the first place.
“I feel that the contradiction in lyrics
is indicative of Mariner’s songwriting
process in general,” the band’s singer and
keyboardist said. “It reflects the equality
we strive for in creating music. Jay may
have a vocal part already written, and I
may hear a completely different yet
complementary one, or vice versa. The
combination allows us each to tell the
story in our own way.”
Kooger agreed wholeheartedly. “I
think it’s important for listeners to
connect to the music and relate their own

Pedro the Lion
Control
Jade Tree Records

lives. I’d like to think that if people listen
to what I’m singing on a song, and then
listen to what Dina is singing, her side
of the story, then they might find
themselves somewhere right in between
the two.”
Besides, this is rock music we’re
talking about — it’s not always about
the words written in the lines. “I tend to
think of vocals not as the focal point of
a song, but as an instrument used to
expand it,” said Carpentito. “Being able
to interpret the different lyrics is far less
important than what the contrasting
vocal parts offer to the song as a whole."
The dual vocal lines certainly
contribute to Mariner’s “ambient wall of
sound,” a thickly layered amalgamation
of Kooger’s intricate, polished lead
guitar work, Carpentito’s understated
keyboards, Viele’s skin-snap drums and
Holt’s strong, connective basslines. In
an age of albums that get real old real
fast, it’s impressive to note that virtually
every listen to Hurry Up and Wait
unearths some new sound. I’ve come
away from it thinking that they’ve
incorporated elements of artists ranging
from My Bloody Valentine and The
Cranberries to Sunny Day Real Estate
and Drive Like Jehu. What keeps me
coming back to Mariner though, is not
that I hear a number of my favorite bands
in their sound, but that they combine bits
and pieces of those bands into a unique
style that, when it works, makes for a
pretty fantastic listen. Songs like the
almost-too-sweet-but-actually-justsweet-enough “Charlie Loves Lucy” and
the tongue-in-cheek “Rhyme of the
Ancient Iron Maiden” (yes, we know
that some guy named Coleridge wrote a
poem with our band name in it, but you
should forget all that, because here’s six
minutes of no-words, bass-kicked math
rock to chew on) offer compelling
evidence that somewhere in the middle

of theorizing about how lyrics aren't
really that important and every song
should try to tell a story (even if you can’t
understand the story right away),
Mariner hit something. They got
something really right, and the moments
of brilliance on Hurry Up and Wait prove
it.
So, like I said, it’d be fair tcsay that
I wasn’t too happy when I found out
Mariner was breaking up.
When I re-read the interview in light
of the impending split, it felt really
warm, if a little sappy. It’s pretty cool
that a band that has only played together
for two years has already played their
“dream show;” one of Mariner’s first
gigs was with Shipping News, a popular
underground band that catches across the
board praise from every band member.
•It’s nice to know that the only band
Jay would sacrifice a limb to play with
is Superchunk, because he’s “just such
a fanboy” (for what it’s worth, they’d
definitely be up there at the top of my
list too).
It’s really respectable that when I tried
to ask questions about bigger bands and
labels and things, they just kept plugging
Rhode Island bands like V for Vendetta,
Hya Kcha and Rebuilthangartheory,
because it’s my opinion that you don’t
see nearly enough scene loyalty
nowadays.
Most of all, it’s just cool that I got
what might be the last interview with a
really sweet band. Do yourselves a
favor, and if you’re not too wrapped up
with finals or drinking or personal
drama, go out to AS220 on May 10 and
check out Mariner, if for no other reason
that the next time these four people get
up on a stage to play music, it’s not going
to be with one another. What they’ve
done, and what they do, deserves to be
remembered.

Sometimes, you just have to
wonder how David Bazan makes it
through the day. As Pedro the Lion,
he churns out heartfelt and often
disturbing songs that turn a blinding
spotlight on the compromised
morality of the modem world and its
many flawed inhabitants. As much
as we’re taught that writers take on
a different voice when they put pen
to paper, you can’t help but feel for
a guy who lives with this many
demons (whether invented or his
own) inside his head; Bazan’s back
catalogue features a considerable
number of fractured souls, ranging
from heroin addicts and suicidal
youths to unrepentant murderers and
hypocritical politicians, and the hits
just keep on cornin’ with Control.
Bazan’s third LP covers every
desperate base in its dissection of a
marriage’s demise: a powerful
atmosphere of jealousy, anger,
hatred, disgust, and violence
smothers the disc. Here, there’s no
opportunity for redemption, no
spiritual answer for the problems of
man, which marks a distinct break
from the salvific Christian
worldview so thick in previous
Pedro the Lion releases. Here, God
is a sadistic gamesman who, in His
omnipotence, created a world of
beauty and valuejustforthe pleasure
of watching men like Control's main
character screw it up. (When the
adulterous character asks God what
he’s done in “Magazine,” the
implicit answer is. “Exactly what
you were supposed to.”) Here, the
possibility of a world without God
is preferable, as summed up in
“Rejoice”: “Wouldn’t it be so
wonderful if everything were
meaningless? / But everything is so
meaningful / And most everything
turns to $#!t..”
Bazan is one of the great
storytellers in music today, and he
proves it by writing awesome,
affecting songs without the “me an’
my geetar” folk approach which has
stood him in good stead in the past.
On tracks like “Rapture” and
“Rehearsal,” he opts to back his
brutal lyrics with harsh, dislocating
guitar riffs that sound straight off
Surfer Rosa, and you never question
the decision for a minute. Control
is abrasive, explosive, and visceral,
and while it’s not going to open up
your heart and let the sunshine in,
its impressive and honest portrayal
of abject hopelessness makes it the
best album of 2002 so far.

GRADE: A
—by Dan Devine ’04

Check out
www.thecowl.com
for a review of
The Goo Goo Dolls new
release, Gutterflower.
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Cruel Intentions
Sandra Bullock proves she’s no Miss Congeniality
in her new dramatic thriller, Murder by Numbers
by

David Teodosio ’05

A&E Staff

The Usual Suspects'. Special

Edition
Directed by Brian Singer
MGM, Rated R
The third DVD release of The
Usual Suspects, Brian Singer and
Christopher McQuarrie’s twisty
double Oscar-winner (1995 for Best
Original Screenplay and Best
Supporting Actor—Kevin Spacey),
finally gives Keyser Soze the digital
treatment that he deserves.
The Usual Suspects is a series of
intricate lies, told by Verbal Kint
(Kevin Spacey) to Inspector Dave
Kujan (Chazz Palminteri) in an
interrogation about a deadly fire and
explosion on a boat during a
suspected drug shipment. Only
Verbal and a severely burned man
survive, and in the interrogation,
Verbal tells Kujan about four other
felons (played by Benicio Del Toro,
Gabriel Byme, Stephen Baldwin, and
Kevin Pollak) he met in a line-up,
who he pulled a few jobs with, then
was charged by the mysterious
Keyser Soze to heist a drug shipment
in a New York harbor.
The film wouldn’t be anything
special except for the central
mystery—who is Keyser Soze?
Verbal’s story leads and misleads
Kujan and the audience by weaving
an intricate web of lies, half-truths,
and tangential “evidence.” For a first
time viewer, the film’s ending is a
jaw-dropper, but even with a surprise
ending questions linger, as does the
great ensemble performance, which
increases the film’s replay level to
one above most films with twist
endings.
The DVD features a new, muted,
but sharp anamorphic transfer that
looks like projected film and does
not, like many other transfers,
brighten the picture too much and try
to account for ambient light, so watch
this one with the lights off. The DVD
features an older, but enlightening
and entertaining audio commentary
by director Bryan Singer and writer
Christopher McQuarrie, as well as
recently unearthed deleted scenes and
documentary featurettes.
After viewing the deleted
material, one realizes why it was cut
— except for the scene where Keaton
(Byme) plants a bomb on the boat,
which would have added fodder for
the “Keaton is Keyser Soze”
argument. The featurettes aren’t
much but the Cannes one consists of
some fun home video footage, and
the one entitled, “Keyser Soze—Lie
or Legend,” contains a great Gabriel
Byme interview where, like a lot of
moviegoers, he still seems a little
miffed (and confused) about the
ending of the film.

THE MOVIE: B+
THE FEATURES: B+
THE DVD: B+
—by Mark M. Balas ’03

Murder By Numbers is an attempt to
reveal the fact that you cannot get away
with murder, no matter how smart you
are, no matter how much you read about
it in books, and no matter how driven
you are.
Cassie Mayweather (Sandra Bullock)
is an experienced but weathered
detective who finds herself teamed with
a precise rookie, Sam Kennedy (Ben
Chaplin). The two are ordered to
investigate a fresh case involving the
murder of a middle-aged woman, whose
body was found wrapped in plastic and
dumped down the banks of a local river
with no clues, no finger prints, and
nothing that could link the body to its
killers. However, they discover a pile of
vomit, and seemingly deliberately placed
rug fibers, one human hair, and one
baboon hair on the body.

Murder by Numbers
Directed by Barbet
Schroeder
Providence Place, Rated R

As a “hunch” detective, Mayweather
thrives on instincts over the obvious
evidence. She tries to defy what is
apparent and what Sam, her in
experienced new partner, thinks is an
open-and-shut case. She transfers the
blame from a school janitor (Chris Penn)
(who, oddly enough, is the owner of a
baboon, has matching hair and rug fibers,
and mysteriously commits suicide), to
two teenage high school students,
Richard Haywood (Ryan Gosling), and
Justin Pendleton (Michael Pitt).
Bullock’s character is a moral,
tolerant person. However, a past
experience with a murder has left her
mentally and physically scarred for life.
She tried to forget her past, but the nature
of her work is a constant reminder of her
fears. The one thing that she has and
can do to reconcile those fears and focus
her life is try to save others from the hell
that she endured; she takes her work
personally. However, when it is personal,
the case takes hold of the detective —
she identifies with the victim, not the
suspect.
Richard Haywood is the high school
“hot shot.” He has it all: money, a rich
family, friends, a beautiful car, and all
the girls can’t resist him. He is smart,
but an underachiever. He is, however, a
master of manipulation and duplicity.
Justin Pendleton is the classic
example of the outcast, dark, and
ridiculed student — the one that is typed
“most likely to go off the deep end.” He
is extremely intelligent. He knows the
process of cracking a murder case, he
knows how not to be caught, and thinks
he has every detail planned out perfectly,
right down to passing the blame to the
school janitor.
The unlikely duo team together to try
to mastermind the murder of a randomly
selected victim. Why? Because there
was nothing else to do; they wanted to
prove that they could do it. It would
occupy some time in their boring,
intellectually unchallenging, teenage
lives. No one would ever expect the two
of being involved in a murder, let alone
together. It was a perfect plan, the
authorities would think they had no
motive and they would get away with it.
However, Mayweather thinks otherwise.
The film examines the fact that
human creativity, when it is unable to
find a constructive outlet, resorts to ruin,
killing, and sadism to derive fulfillment.
It also examines the fact that the absence
of a nurturing family life, constant
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ridicule and discontent, pigeonholing,
and the monotony of everyday can send
teenagers, or anyone for that matter, into
a state criminality. The two boys have
fallen victim to these realities.
Murder By Numbers doesn’t concern
the traditional “whodunit” murder
mystery. It gives the audience insight
into the plot; they learn everything, and
they get both sides of the situation.
Murder By Numbers is a film that lends
itself to the audience’s curiosity of how
much the boys will get away with.
Although predictable, the film is very
suspenseful.
So are today’s misguided teens
capable of being noticed in respect to
their talents, or is this a “lost generation”
that needs to “shake the trees” to be
heard? The motives are not their own;
they are brought on by the denial of

sound relationships with friends and
family. However, the Murder By
Numbers is a fair warning that murder is
still a crime; it will always be a sin, and
crimes and sins must be paid for. No
one can get away with murder — sooner
or later, everyone gets caught.

GRADE: B

Reminder: Off Campus Students
If you are planning to live off campus for the
’02 - ’03 school year, you are required to fill out a
permission form and address card. You need to
provide us with this information every year.
You may stop by the Off-Campus Living Office, St.
Joseph Hall 106, to obtain the appropriate forms.
Office hours are Monday through Friday, 8:30 a.m.
to 4:30 p.m. If you have any questions, please call
865-2420
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Mariner: Somewhere Music
between the land and the sea
by

Notes

Dan Devine ’04

Asst. A&E Editor

WHO: Mariner
WHERE: Wakefield, RI
WHAT: Hurry Up and Wait, their 2001
debut, currently available on Arbeid
Records; their final show. May 10 at
AS220’s 8th Annual Fool’s Ball
FOR FANS OF: Rainer Maria, June of
44, Built to Spill, Death Cab For Cutie
It always sucks when something gets
taken from you — especially when you
just found about it. And, if you’re like
me, especially when that something is a
pretty cool band.
So, it’d be fair to say that I wasn’t
too happy when I found out that Mariner
is breaking up.
It happened at the end of an interview
I conducted with Mariner for this article.
I wanted to cap the session off with what
I felt was a relatively innocuous question
about the band’s future. When I asked
if they were going to tour extensively or
start work on a new album anytime soon,
there was a bit of an uncomfortable
silence. The silence ended when Jay
Kooger (guitar/vocals) coughed and
said, “Unfortunately, due to unforeseen
circumstances, Mariner will be playing
its last show on May 10 at AS220.”
Nobody seemed too willing to elaborate
on those “unforeseen circumstances,”
and I didn’t want to push them. Or
maybe I did. Regardless, I just thanked
them for their time, closed up shop, and
came home to start writing.
As bands go, the soon-to-be-defunct
Wakefield quartet is practically an infant.
When The Andrea Gale split up, Kooger
and bassist Lauren Holt hooked up with
former Plain as Day drummer Mike
Viele and ex-Strike Force singer Dina
Carpentito to form Mariner, an indie
rock outfit with the goal of creating “a
melodic wall of ambient sound, carefully
designed to make you believe you’re
somewhere between the land and the
sea.” If that description sounds broad
and vague, it’s supposed to. While he
agrees that labeling bands makes them
easier to talk about, Kooger
acknowledges that it’s a lot harder to
compartmentalize when it’s your own
music.
“I guess if I had to describe what
exactly we do, I would say that the music
is definitely layered with the ability to
tell a story. It really is a tough thing to
put into words. Like anyone else, we
write what we feel and try to portray
what we want to say.”
What Mariner wants to say isn’t
always immediately evident, thanks
largely to the band’s predilection toward
overlapping vocal patterns and often
contrasting lyrics. Several songs on
Hurry Up and Wait, released last year
on independent Rhode Island label
Arbeid Records, feature two different
sets of words sung simultaneously by
Carpentito and Kooger, often making it
difficult to pick out what each is trying
to say.
While some would slam the band’s
approach as cacophonous and
incomprehensible, Carpentito sees it as
emblematic of the rather loose and
chaotic mission statement that formed
Mariner in the first place.
“I feel that the contradiction in lyrics
is indicative of Mariner’s songwriting
process in general,” the band’s singer and
keyboardist said. “It reflects the equality
we strive for in creating music. Jay may
have a vocal part already written, and I
may hear a completely different yet
complementary one, or vice versa. The
combination allows us each to tell the
story in our own way.”
Kooger agreed wholeheartedly. “I
think it’s important for listeners to
connect to the music and relate their own

Pedro the Lion
Control
Jade Tree Records

Hurry up
(pictured right)
marks Mariner’s
last album.
Clockwise from
top left:
members
Lauren Holt,
Jay Kooger,
Mike Zielle, and
Dina Carpentito
perfect their
sound.

lives. I’d like to think that if people listen
to what I’m singing on a song, and then
listen to what Dina is singing, her side
of the story, then they might find
themselves somewhere right in between
the two.”
Besides, this is rock music we’re
talking about — it’s not always about
the words written in the lines. “I tend to
think of vocals not as the focal point of
a song, but as an instrument used to
expand it,” said Carpentito. “Being able
to interpret the different lyrics is far less
important than what the contrasting
vocal parts offer to the song as a whole.”
The dual vocal lines certainly
contribute to Mariner’s “ambient wall of
sound,” a thickly layered amalgamation
of Kooger’s intricate, polished lead
guitar work, Carpentito’s understated
keyboards, Viele’s skin-snap drums and
Holt’s strong, connective basslines. In
an age of albums that get real old real
fast, it’s impressive to note that virtually
every listen to Hurry Up and Wait
unearths some new sound. I’ve come
away from it thinking that they’ve
incorporated elements of artists ranging
from My Bloody Valentine and The
Cranberries to Sunny Day Real Estate
and Drive Like Jehu. What keeps me
coming back to Mariner though, is not
that I hear a number of my favorite bands
in their sound, but that they combine bits
and pieces of those bands into a unique
style that, when it works, makes for a
pretty fantastic listen. Songs like the
almost-too-sweet-but-actually-justsweet-enough “Charlie Loves Lucy" and
the tongue-in-cheek “Rhyme of the
Ancient Iron Maiden” (yes, we know
that some guy named Coleridge wrote a
poem with our band name in it, but you
should forget all that, because here’s six
minutes of no-words, bass-kicked math
rock to chew on) offer compelling
evidence that somewhere in the middle

of theorizing about how lyrics aren’t
really that important and every song
should try to tell a story (even if you can’t
understand the story right away),
Mariner hit something. They got
something really right, and the moments
of brilliance on Hurry Up and Wait prove
it.
So, like I said, it’d be fair to'say that
I wasn’t too happy when I found out
Mariner was breaking up.
When I re-read the interview in light
of the impending split, it felt really
warm, if a little sappy. It’s pretty cool
that a band that has only played together
for two years has already played their
“dream show;” one of Mariner’s first
gigs was with Shipping News, a popular
underground band that catches across the
board praise from every band member.
•It’s nice to know that the only band
Jay would sacrifice a limb to play with
is Superchunk, because he’s “just such
a fanboy” (for what it’s worth, they’d
definitely be up there at the top of my
list too).
It’s really respectable that when I tried
to ask questions about bigger bands and
labels and things, they just kept plugging
Rhode Island bands like V for Vendetta,
Hya Kcha and Rebuilthangartheory,
because it’s my opinion that you don’t
see nearly enough scene loyalty
nowadays.
Most of all, it’s just cool that I got
what might be the last interview with a
really sweet band. Do yourselves a
favor, and if you’re not too wrapped up
with finals or drinking or personal
drama, go out to AS220 on May 10 and
check out Mariner, if for no other reason
that the next time these four people get
up on a stage to play music, it’s not going
to be with one another. What they’ve
done, and what they do, deserves to be
remembered.

Sometimes, you just have to
wonder how David Bazan makes it
through the day. As Pedro the Lion,
he chums out heartfelt and often
disturbing songs that turn a blinding
spotlight on the compromised
morality of the modem world and its
many flawed inhabitants. As much
as we’re taught that writers take on
a different voice when they put pen
to paper, you can’t help but feel for
a guy who lives with this many
demons (whether invented or his
own) inside his head; Bazan’s back
catalogue features a considerable
number of fractured souls, ranging
from heroin addicts and suicidal
youths to unrepentant murderers and
hypocritical politicians, and the hits
just keep on cornin’ with Control.
Bazan’s third LP covers every
desperate base in its dissection of a
marriage’s demise: a powerful
atmosphere of jealousy, anger,
hatred, disgust, and violence
smothers the disc. Here, there’s no
opportunity for redemption, no
spiritual answer for the problems of
man, which marks a distinct break
from the salvific Christian
worldview so thick in previous
Pedro the Lion releases. Here, God
is a sadistic gamesman who, in His
omnipotence, created a world of
beauty and value just for the pleasure
of watching men like Control's main
character screw it up. (When the
adulterous character asks God what
he’s done in "Magazine," the
implicit answer is. “Exactly what
you were supposed to.”) Here, the
possibility of a world without God
is preferable, as summed up in
“Rejoice”: “Wouldn’t it be so
wonderful if everything were
meaningless? / But everything is so
meaningful / And most everything
turns to $#!t..”
Bazan is one of the great
storytellers in music today, and he
proves it by writing awesome,
affecting songs without the “me an’
my geetar” folk approach which has
stood him in good stead in the past.
On tracks like “Rapture” and
“Rehearsal,” he opts to back his
brutal lyrics with harsh, dislocating
guitar riffs that sound straight off
Surfer Rosa, and you never question
the decision for a minute. Control
is abrasive, explosive, and visceral,
and while it’s not going to open up
your heart and let the sunshine in,
its impressive and honest portrayal
of abject hopelessness makes it the
best album of 2002 so far.

GRADE: A
—by Dan Devine ’04

Check out
www.thecowl.com
for a review of
The Goo Goo Dolls new
release, Gutterflower.
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The Bottom
Foolishness
Line
Urban Elements

By Erin Keller ’02

Move
over J Lo,
this time
Ashanti is
Ja Rule’s
girl in her
self-titled
debut
album.
by

Dave Mayo ’02

A&E Staff

You first heard her on the Murderers
album where she laced a number of
hooks. She made an appearance on The
Fast & The Furious soundtrack. She
teamed up with everlasting Big Pun on
“How We Roll.” She’s even taken J-Lo’s
spot as Ja Rule’s new fly girl. And
somehow, she was able to step out of the
enormous shadow casted by Fat Joe. As
self-proclaimed princess of hip-hop,
Ashanti dropped her first album and tries
to get ahead of the sudden R&B girl rush.

Ashanti
Ashanti
Universal Records

The album jumps off with the number
one single in the country, “Foolish." No
need to explain anything here since
everyone has heard it, but I will hate for
a minute because I don’t think anyone
can touch that beat except B.I.G.
Besides, how can you sample from a
sample (DeBarge’s 1983 hit “Stay with
Me”)? The ladies will love it, but for
the fellows, she robbed B.I.G. Ashanti
makes up for it by creating a remake
which appears later on the disc—
“Unfoolish,” with new lyrics and
Notorious B.I.G.’s verse from that song
he did with Chester, “F—in’ You
Tonight.” This track sounds better with
a little B.I.G. added to it, but don’t expect
it to be hitting the airwaves anytime
soon.
As you would expect, Ja Rule makes
his appearance felt in the tracks “Happy,”
and a sequel to his “Always on Time,”
called “Leaving.” The first is a mellow
track laced with piano and flute chords.
Both the track and Ashanti create a sound
reminiscent of Mary J. Blige (whom she
notes as an inspiration). The latter track
doesn’t quite match up to the Ja hit, but
manages to create an upbeat sound that
will eventually be an airwaves success
as well.
Another standout cut is “Baby,”
which is a reworking of the old Scarface
track “Mary” [as in Jane]—a personal
favorite of mine. Gotti didn’t change
the already dope beat, but Ashanti
could’ve came up with a better hook than
repeating “baby” five times in a row.
“Voodoo” is another phat track that gets
the listener moving with decent lyrics,
but the repetition of the chorus becomes
too tedious.
The one slow, true, R&B track that
rises about the rest is “Over.” The lyrics
and beat are both tight as they flow with
one another. The guitar riffs and storm
sounds give the track an uplifting effect.
This is the one track where Ashanti
seems to be in her own, and she creates
the sound that many have grown to love.
“Call” features unique harp chords,
yet seems more worthy of being a hook
on someone else’s track. Although the
music doesn’t dominate her, it doesn’t
sound like Ashanti has enough to sing

Oprah's new weight loss:

Adios Book Club

about to carry some of these songs a full
track length.
The words are
meaningless, and don’t fit the rhythm of
the track. This is present in the cut
“Movies,” where the lyrics jump from
breaking up to wanting to be like “the
girls in the movies.” What is Ashanti
thinking? A couple of the weak songs
that would be considered “skip” material
manage to survive due to rich keyboard
work and drum programming.
Cuts like “Rescue” and “Scared” are
perfect examples, as they don’t provide
much lyrically and give the album a
monotonous sound. The topics on the
album range from needing to being
rescued to a heartbroken soul afraid to
be alone. This only proves her youthful
ignorance where the track titles and
lyrics are so simplistic. The young star
needs to experience more in order to
produce a more meaningful album.
Her radio-friendly lyrics are a nice
touch, but make the album sound almost
childish. “Dream” sounds like Ashanti
belongs on a hip-hop episode of Sesame
Street. Once again, her immaturity
shines bright in her lyrical content. Its
an uplifting song, but not what you
would expect from the so-called
“princess of hip-hop.”
Though the album may lack in lyrical
content, its production is some of Irv
Gotti’s best ever. Having this super
producer who seems to always create
platinum hits doesn’t hurt the album one
bit. No matter what Ashanti is singing,
the beats that Murder Inc. backbone
provides keep you from skipping the
track. With ill piano plucks and melodic
hooks, you’re always kept in a mellow
mood with your head nodding.
The album is filled with pointless
skits that lead into the topics of the one
word titled songs. The introduction
serves as a recollection of Ashanti’s work
to date, so those not familiar with her
work can realize that she isn’t as new as
people think (Murderers’ album dropped
in 2001).
These days, R&B girls are a dime a
dozen, but Ashanti doesn’t appear to be
a step ahead of the pack. Youthful appeal
and dreamy voice complement this
young talent’s ability to pen her own
radio-friendly verses. However,
Ashanti’s young’un status shows itself
through her treatment of the usual R&Bgirl subject matter: love standing strong,
love gone bad, and the search for love
itself. Ashanti doesn’t have the know
how needed to write songs with meaning
to them. The tracks tend get old quick
due to her soft voice and leave you
wishing that this “princess of hip-hop”
would hit you with something a little
harder. Ashanti proves that she can write
13 tracks, but doesn’t have the power and
grit to sing and carry a whole album.

GRADE: C-
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Oprah (top left) says goodbye to her Book Club. Katie Couric (top right)
is rumored to continue the tradition next year on The Today Show.
The television show The Osbournes
gets approved. Temptation Island 2 gets
approved. The new reality show event
The Bachelor, where a man gets to pick
one woman out of 25 to be his bride, gets
approved. The Oprah Book Club gets
cancelled. Yet another sign of the times.
The Oprah Book Club, a movement
which utilized the insanely popular The
Oprah Winfrey Show to sponsor a book
a month, is no longer in existence.
Winfrey would discuss the book on her
show; it was an admirable cause with
very successful results. Now, Winfrey
explains that she has taken the movement
as far as she believes it can go. Some
attribute it to the fact that she is spreading
herself thin with all her projects. It was
also rumored that she could not find
enough books that she herself would
promote to her public.
Yes, the idea that once took the
country by storm has dwindled in
popularity—all ideas eventually do. And
it is clear that Oprah is a busy woman;
she has her talk show, a new magazine
entitled O, and recently turned down
President Bush’s offer to tour with him
and discuss the roles of women in
Afghanistan. And things were not
helped by the actions of Jonathan
Franzen, the author who asked that his
book, The Corrections, not be featured
as the book of the month because it’s “not
that kind of book.” But despite the
setbacks and fall in popularity, there’s
something to be said for finishing what
you start, even if you don’t finish it
yourself. Winfrey ended things by
saying “From now on, when I come
across something I feel absolutely

compelled to share, I will do that, but it
will not be every month.” Winfrey could
easily direct her readers to continue the
club under somebody else’s name (The
Today Show has already expressed
interest in taking it over). Though Oprah
has done many great works over the
years, the talk show hostess’s vanity is
undeniable. Is the fact that it isn’t named
The Oprah Book Club preventing the
establishment of any other?
And as for good authors, the
argument just doesn’t make sense. Some
argue that she could turn to the classics—
works that everyone should read anyway.
Yet, no matter how much faith you put
in your adoring public, there are some
Oprah viewers who would not benefit
from this change in the curriculum. So
what is needed is solid, contemporary,
not-too-challenging authors that won’t
reject your offers—there must be some.
There are too many authors out there
publishing quality work for that
argument to stand.
Granted, I am not in this book club.
I have only seen one episode of Oprah.
I was never invested in the guild, but
after
viewing
the
website
www.oprah.com, I have found that many
women are. It’s a shame that so many
have to be let down, especially when
they were involved in something so
positive. Obviously these people can
continue to read their own books on their
own time, but it was clearly the sense of
community and, arguably, the sense of
Oprah, that was their catalyst. This is
greater than a television show being
cancelled. And although I wasn’t a
member, I am sad to see the club go.
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All I wanna do...
Sheryl Crow sings duets and soaks up the sun
on her new album, C’mon, C’mon
by Dave Quinn ’04
A&E Editor

On her fourth studio album, Sheryl
Crow is beginning to second-guess
herself, underestimating the resilience of
her hardy, well-crafted tunes. Perhaps
wary of overwhelming or obscuring
those songs with a good rocking out, she
invites a studio full of illustrious classic
rockers, such as Don Henley, and
alternative types such as Liz Phair, to add
a social richness to an album that lacks
a musical backbone. In a strange and
slightly depressing way, however, there
is something comfortably reassuring
about C’mon, C’mon. Like a trusty old
Volvo or a comfy flannel shirt, you know
where you are with the first lady of
country-tinged rock—and it’s usually on
a cliche-ridden road trip along the barren
freeway of American nostalgia rock.

Sheryl Crow
C’mon, C’mon
A&M Records

In interviews Crow’s stated how this
album was the hardest she’s made to
date. On the verge of Mariah Carey-ing,
Crow spent four years unwinding. Her
new, calm attitude is reflected in the
catchy, light-hearted songs on the album.
Her perkiest tunes are made for car
listening, and her sound can turn any old
Redwood Lane into Santa Monica
Boulevard. You can hear the top of the
convertible going down on the single
“Soak Up the Sun,” her peppiest sing
along since “All I Wanna Do.” Its lyrics
are bright too: “It’s not having what you
want / It’s wanting what you’ve got.”
Radio will feast on it.
But Crow’s relaxed attitude works
against her. Her music feels effortless
here, giving her the persona of one who
knows she can get so much out of so
little. Moreover, Crow hasn’t gone
anywhere since her last release. Just
some indication that her musical
approach has moved on even minutely
would be nice. There isn’t one song here
that couldn’t quite easily have appeared
on any of her previous three albums. The
result is a CD that seems barely to have
been thought through at all — cobbled
together rather than carefully
constructed. With such a lack of musical
adventure, the inevitably cozy songs are
soon disinteresting when it dawns that
this is where the limits of her musical
ambition both begin and end.
With that said, it’s important to realize
that the album isn’t bad. In fact, it’s quite
catchy. Crow has always leaned toward
yuppie adult pop songs, and C’mon,
C 'mon has a slew of them. Dealing with
breakup, illness, and loss, she plummets
through upbeat guitar riffs and heart
lifting melodies, bringing forward an
“it’s-going-to-be-okay” attitude. In her
lead track, “Steve McQueen,” Crow
explains her view for most of the album:
“1 still wanna have some fun.” Her
whimsical and carefree style continues
on the title track “C’mon, C’mon,” a
devoted love song with guest vocals
from close friend Stevie Nicks.
Crow succeeds with “You’re An
Original” as a ’70’s-style blues hardrocker whose stylistic bent is further
underlined by the guest vocal appearance
of Lenny Kravitz. The guests don’t stop
there. Former Eagle Don Henley shows
up on the duet “It’s So Easy,” a love story
of desperation when “loving you baby
is breaking my heart today.” Liz Phair

Are you strong enough to be her man? Sheryl Crow spices up
the sex on her new album, C’mon C’mon, and sings along with
friends Stevie Nicks (right) and Don Henley (below).
sings background vocals on “Soak up the
Sun,” Stevie Nicks on the
aforementioned title track and “Diamond
Road,” Dixie Chick Natalie Maines on
“Abilene,” and Gwyneth Paltrow leaves
Huey Lewis cruisin’ for her part on “It’s
Only Love.”
At her most vulnerable, Crow’s hooks
are sincere. “Safe and Sound” and
“Diamond Road” are tense, driving
anthems, buoyed by trip-hop percussion
and strings but centered on a voice that
finally sounds emotional and powerful.
They combine Beatlesque chord
progressions with contemporary R&B
loops for an interesting meld of sounds.
Sometimes, a little goes a long way.
Although her latest offering might not
break new musical ground, Crow offers
an honest vulnerability in “The Weather
Channel” that is not heard on her other
tracks. An examination of a depressed
person in between moods, the song is a
stark contrast to the relatively sunny
songs that precede it. Here, we hear a
raw-boned Crow unafraid to display her
emotional bruising but without losing
any of her sly wit: “Just a pill to make
me happy / I know it may not fix the
hinges, but at least the door has stopped
its creaking.” Crow doesn’t sing so
much as mutter lines like “Cause I got
no one I who will bring me a / big
umbrella” and “I got friends / they're
waiting for me to comb out my hair /
come outside and join the human race /
but I don’t feel so human.” It’s an

excellent commentary on what it’s like
to be on the brink of a horribly dark
mood of which you can’t see the end.
But out of the blackness came this
beautiful, amazing song. And with the
additional harmony of Emmylou Harris,
this delicate and earthy song breaks the
superficial, slick, and tailor-made
advertising jingles that the rest of the
album contains.
Self-produced by Sheryl Crow with
the help of Jeff Trout and John Shanks,
C’mon, C’mon is very polished. Every
hole gets filled with something, whether
it is vast string sections, loud, prevalent
guitars, or just the overdubbed voices of
Crow and her many collaborators. Crow
herself plays a slew of instruments in
addition to vocals, including acoustic
and electric guitars, accordion, piano,
organ, keyboards, synthesizer, bass,

maracas, and tambourine. She also
writes every song, showing us that she’s
still a singer/songwriter at heart.
Crow has been known as the
quintessential party girl who likes a beer
buzz early in the morning. Sadly, C ’mon
C’mon has about as much depth and
texture as a wine cooler. It truly peaks at
the end, though until then, no true
emotional crescendos or pianissimos are
made —just track after track of highly
polished mid-tempo borderline soft rock
that, surprisingly, is a lot of fun to listen
to. Sheryl Crow scrapped her debut
album because she felt it was too
polished. Ten years later, she’s released
her most polished effort, C 'mon C ’mon.
Overall, if you’re looking for a
developed Sheryl, look to her new sexy
image rather than her music.

GRADE: B-
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“Don’t cry for me...”
Despite minor production flaws, RIC’s Evita succeeds
by

Adrienne Larsen-Silva ’02

Asst. A&E Editor

Last weekend, the Rhode Island
College Department of Music, Theatre,
and Dance presented Evita, Andrew’s
Lloyd Webber’s famed opera.
Performing for a packed auditorium on
Sunday, who ultimately responded with
a standing ovation, the talented cast sang
and danced well, making for an
enjoyable afternoon despite a few minor
production flaws.

Evita
Directed by Bill Wilson
Rhode Island College

Evita is based on the life of Eva
Duarte Peron, the mistress and eventual
wife of Argentinean President Juan
Peron, who came to power in the late
1940’s. Evita became an adored figure
in the eyes of the country’s working class
because she came from a similar
background, although in actuality she
was more concerned with personal
success and popularity than changing
society. The opera opens with Evita’s
(Andrea Twiss) death, in which we see
how she is moumed by all Argentina—
except for one man, Che Guevara
(Dominique Doiron). Throughout the
opera, he is the one person who sees
Evita for who she really is, and is never
deceived by her public persona. He
alternately narrates and interacts with
characters as the story progresses,
occasionally giving the audience insights
into Evita’s life and constantly
questioning her actions. Che is always
onstage with Evita as we see her life
progress from a precocious 15 year old
that uses an affair with a musician to get
her to Buenos Aires to the ambitious
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Eva Duarte Peron, mistress and eventual wife of Argentinean president Juan
Peron, greets adoring locals in the late 1940s. The Andrew Lloyd Webber
musical adaptation of her story was presented at RIC from April 18-21.
woman that loves and leaves men with
reckless abandon for her own personal
gain. When Evita meets Peron (Joshua
Allen) at a charity event, each realizes
that they could benefit by being with the
other, and so she becomes his mistress
(forcing out his other one in the process).
From this point on, Evita constantly
pushes Peron politically; she desires him
to be president more than he does.
Eventually, she becomes more beloved
to the people than he is, despite the fact,
as Che points out, that she has not
actually kept of the promises she has
made to the working class, and even the
establishment of a “foundation” for them
cannot win Che over. Both the army and
the aristocracy make things difficult for
her as well, never having supported the
Peronists in the first place. Evita’s health
begins to fail, and that combined with
the factions’ pressure forces her to
decline the vice-presidency that she so

desperately wanted. Having come full
circle, the opera ends with her death from
cancer in 1952, at the young age of 33.
In general, the show was good. The
singing was beautiful, particularly the
voices of Twiss and Doiron, who each
have impressive ranges. The cast as a
whole was strong as well, projecting
their voices well over the orchestra—no
small feat, as RIC’s Roberts Auditorium
is large. Off and on though, the
articulation would be lost, and it then
became difficult to understand what was
being sung—a rather important issue
when there is almost no,spoken dialogue.
Additionally, the acting occasionally got
pushed aside in favor of the singing,
making it seem more like an ongoing
recital than flowing together as a story.
In theatre, every movement onstage
needs to be huge, especially in a large
performing area, otherwise the action is
lost on the majority of the audience and

not believable.
However, the staging of the show was
quite well done. The sets, designed by
Alan Pickart were impressive, and the
choreography, done by Bill Wilson and
Joanna Scoggins, was creative. A
particularly eye-catching scene takes
place during the song, “Peron’s Latest
Flame,” in which the army and the
aristocracy tell of their extreme dislike
of Evita, who they feel is controlling
Peron’s every move. The choreography
here is interesting, and has the army and
aristocracy circling around the stage,
each moving as a cohesive group. The
best scene in the show though is when
Evita sings the most well known tune of
the opera, “Don’t Cry For Me
Argentina.” The ensemble’s backs are
to the audience looking up at her but not
moving. Twiss’s rendition of the song
is beautiful, as she keeps the song simple
but heartfelt, taking a quieter, more
introspective interpretation.
Finally, the show’s costumes,
designed by Charlotte Dunning Burgess,
are wonderfully done, especially the
number of outfits worn by Evita. Of
particular mention is the stunning white
gown she wore while singing
“Argentina.” Combined with jewelry
that sparkled so much it could be seen
in the back of the theatre, the effect was
breathtaking as Twiss on a balcony
above the ensemble.
Evita is no easy show to tackle, since
one cannot rely on two or three strong
singers to carry the entire ensemble, and
Andrew Lloyd Webber’s music can be
tricky. RIC is to be commended
therefore for taking such a risky show
on and for performing it successfully.
Despite its few minor flaws, it was still
a strong performance by a stellar cast,
and speaks volumes about the quality of
their theatre department.

GRADE: B+

Dance and sprout
Your Spring Dance Concert Preview
pany Fusion Works and taught a tech
nique class this past semester at PC,
Kathleen Ridlon, who taught musical
In the end of the year rush of perfor theatre dance this semester and will be
mances, concerts, and shows put out by performing in the Spring Dance Concert,
PC’s various arts departments, it might Heidi Henderson, who is a dance pro
be easy to miss the Blackfriars Spring fessor at Roger Williams University and
runs her own dance company, and Danny
Dance Concert.
However, with four guest choreogra Buraczeski, who is the head of a Minne
phers, a dance company of twenty-five apolis jazz dance company and has
students, and a variety of innovative taught classes to students from four area
styles, the Spring Dance Concert should colleges this past semester. Along with
be a good contender for your arts atten the variety of choreographers will come
a variety of dances, music, and styles.
tion.
Although modem dance and jazz will be
the main focus, the music will include
choir, percussion pieces, classical
April 27 - 28, 2002
waltzes, and original jazz pieces. For
Call the Blackfriars Box Office for tickets - x22l8
example, in one of the two dances cho
What makes the Spring Dance Con reographed by Danny Buraczeski, danc
cert different from other PC perfor ers will recreate a scene called “Happy
mances, even the Fall Dance Concert, is Ending Every Time” from the 1951
the fact that much of the choreography movie musical On the Riviera. The
is both created and taught by guest cho music will be from the movie, and the
reographers. According to Wendy costuming and choreography will be
Oliver, dance instructor at PC and orga aimed toward a new interpretation of an
nizer of the Spring Dance Concert, the old classic.
guest choreographers each bring their
There will be eight dances total, and
own new and innovative qualities to the each will feature costuming and light
program. “The students learn to dance ing that suggest a different mood or
in new ways and gain new perspectives theme. Although the costuming is im
by working over the course of a semes portant for harmony with the dance and
ter with the choreographers,” said Oliver. between the dancers, Oliver points out
“It’s wonderful that they get to work with that the lighting is even more important.
different professionals and are exposed “Each different lighting cue will accent
to a variety of different styles.” This certain rhythms and feelings within the
year, the guest chorographers include dance, and the lighting also sets mood
Debra Menieur, who runs the dance com cues for the audience.” The dancers will
by Kelly Mack ’04
A&E Staff

Spring Dance Concert

KRISTIN ELLIS '05/The Cowl

The Dance Company
(above) rehearses for its
upcoming performance.
Paige Parks ’03 (right)
shows she’s determined
and ready for the show.
see their performance come together in
Blackfriars Theatre as well, “practicing
under the fluorescent lighting is a lot dif
ferent than the way the final performance
will be,” according to Oliver. As the
dance company moves into its final re
hearsals and technical organization, the
excitement for the performances is build
ing. “The students have been working
on this all semester,” says Oliver, “and
it will be great for them to be able to
show off what they have done.”
The Spring Dance Concert will be
performed Saturday April 27 at 8p.m.
and Sunday April 28 at 2p.m. Tickets
are on sale now. Call x2218 for info.
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Behind
Scenes
the

By Dave Quinn ’04

Aida star
Mark La Mura
mouths off on
theater, the
show, and
working with
the cast of a
lifetime.
What is the role of theater in a college
student’s life?
I think for most of the college
experience, theatre helps answer the
question, “What do I want to do with the
rest of my life?” Nobody wants to be
bored in his or her life. What eliminates
boredom is comedy, tragedy,
entertainment,
excitement—all
furnished in the theatre. Sports players,
lawyers, doctors, beauticians, and
politicians are all performers. Theatre
is present in all facets of life. We can all
learn something from the theatre. If
nothing else, how to have more fun.

What message does Aida offer us?
Aida offers entertainment. Aida is
poorly written and poorly composed.
There, I said it. However, that being said,
the talent that is involved in it...all of
these facets when put together is a vision
of jewels. The whole package doesn’t
really come together into a piece of
jewelry, but you can see the individual
stones. Aida entertains from top to
bottom.

There has been a recent trend of
musicals composed purely of the hits
of pop stars.
This is my first musical. I think it’s a
way. I tell my students on the first day
of class, (when I find time to teach an
acting class), there are no rules in this
business so don’t try and oppose any on
yourself and don’t try and hold me to
any. I look at the theater today and say,
“Hey, whatever makes a boat float is
theater.” If it entertains, sparks my
interest, makes me think, laugh, etc., it
works. As actors, it is our job to reflect
that interest.

Marilyn Monroe singing “Happy
Birthday.” It’s the same thing with
[Aida]. You don’t remember the songs
as you remember the actors singing
them. The actor brings to the table talent
and evokes emotion out of the audience.
It’s not in the words; it’s the actors. Each
of the actors and each of the dancers
succeed. I sit in wings on the floor
during “The Gods of Nubia" and I cry
each night, and I’ve been with the show
for a year.
The Best Little Whorehouse in Texas
revival is currently touring and has
found troubles in a lot of Mid-Western
cities because of its profanity, etc. Has
Aida run into any problems with its
audience due to its themes?

Oddly enough, I’ve experience stuff in
Tulsa, which I've never experienced in
my life. I’m from New Jersey, and I was
walking with Paulette (who plays Aida),
and someone in nearby table said, “that’s
one of them white n— from the show.”
We made sure we sat down next to them.
Aside from the occasional remark, you
don’t get too much of it. It’s not a factor
here in Providence. In Los Angeles they
picketed. How dare you use white
people as Egyptians? They missed the
point.

How have different audiences (young
and old) reacted to the show?
They stand up and cheer at every
performance. There has been a standing
ovation at every performance,
nationwide.

What have you learned from your
students?
To stay open to possibilities, to try not
to be closed. I think I’ve always been
judgmental, but I try and learn from them
new ways of looking at things. With a
three-year-old daughter, I think this is

Java Cafe and Grille
272 Thayer Street
276-0100
The antithesis to Starbucks, Channels
Internet Cafe stood as a sanctuary for
those first Internet junkies, and later for
countless students looking for a quiet
place to study and good coffee or tea.
Then, one dreary day, it closed.
Several months later, Cafe Channels
has finally reopened under the new title
of Java Cafe and Grille. Back in full
force, it still offers the comforting cafe
atmosphere excellent for studying or
chatting. However, there is a very new
and welcome addition of a small
restaurant separated from the cafe by a
little partition.
The owner should be congratulated
for translating the same quaint charm of
Channels into the new Java Cafe. The
walls, menus, and general color scheme
read like a catalogue from the seventies
with the use of muted mustard, orange,
avocado, and orange-red. From the
ceiling hang giant tuna-can shaped lamps
that light the room with a gentle glow,
in addition to several lamps placed
around the area. While the chairs, tables,
and benches are uniform, a small but
eclectic collection of artwork hangs
around to break up the plain design.
The menu is fantastic and
wonderfully affordable, with almost
every giant-sized entree under the price
of $5. In addition to offering the regular
assortment of coffees, teas, fruit
smoothies, and desserts from the cafe,
the restaurant also offers salads, burgers,
and various sandwiches, including some
great vegetarian choices. Excepting the
burgers, each sandwich comes with the
choice of potato salad, pasta salad, or

bean salad.
The potato and pasta salads are
excellent choices to accompany a meal.
The potato salad is quite good, and is
neither too mushy nor too crunchy, and
is seasoned with a dressing that is light
and creamy. The pasta salad is a bit less
flavorful but nevertheless good, with
fresh broccoli and small chunks of
carrots.
Instead of a choice of side salads, the
burgers come with delicious, crunchy
fries. The burgers are flavorful and moist
and come with a variety of different
toppings. However, many also come
with Java sauce that is something akin
to Thousand Island dressing and also
completely superfluous.
Among the vegetarian choices, the
Prime Time stands out as one of the best
sandwiches, made with portabello
mushroom, roasted red peppers, onions,
melted provolone, and vinaigrette on
whole wheat bread. The vinaigrette
serves to accent the delicious tasting
vegetables that meld together perfectly.
Another good vegetarian option is the
foccacia sandwich, made with fresh
tomatoes, basil, and mozzarella. This
option is great for a summer lunch or for
a very light dinner.
A good chicken sandwich is the
grilled original that has chicken,
mayonnaise, Java sauce, lettuce,
tomatoes, and onions on a baguette. The
fresh baguette is delicious, although the
chicken is unexceptional.
All in all, perhaps Channel’s small
hiatus was worth the wait.

GRADE: B+

WWW

. thecowl.
com
Land Your Part Time Or Summer Job NOW!
with lots of hours, a great pay rate, and the
chance to work part time even during the
school year for an even higher pay rate!!!

Look No Further!!!
MACHINE OPERATORS/SHIPPERS: No experience necessary.

Do you think having popular songs
Earn $13.40/hr (after training) in a part time year-round position or
written by popular musicians attracts
$11.00/hr in a summer position. Summer positions include full time
a different audience to the show, or
more people to the show? Does it give vital.
hours! Part time positions available for after school hours. We will
a show more longevity?
train you to work as a shipper or machine operator on state of the art
Absolutely. If Elton John were a better How is it working with the current
computerized bakery equipment.
writer he’d attract a better audience. I touring cast of Aida!
Day
and evening start times available.
think he’s trite. I see nothing in this They’re fabulous. They are all terrific
music. A critic that wrote for the people. Paulette is very shy with a big
Portland paper summed it up well. He voice from England. She’s a dear.
MERCHANDISERS: No experience necessary. Full time summer
kept waiting for it to pay off and it never Jeremy is a Canadian, and he too is very
positions
on Cape Cod! Five day work week traveling to various
does. Backstage, as I get ready to go on nice. One night we heard the “eh” on
supermarkets
to set up signs and product display racks and arrange
for curtain call, the chorus guys, who are stage. We all laughed. This is what
very good singers, can sing the theme makes it okay to travel around and away | bread/rolls on shelves, and make adjustments to orders.
song of The Lion King to the music of from my family. The road is lonely ,
Aida. It’s the same thing. [Elton John] enough, so I think they probably take
Please apply in person to: Gold Medal Bakery, 21 Penn St., Fall River.
bragged about writing the music to Aida [how we all blend] into consideration.
MA 02724. or email us to send you an application for employment.
in 21 days. I think it shows.
To read more of our interview with
Complete an application and mail it or and drop it off in the application
Why do audiences keep coming back?
Mark La Mura, check out the full
drop-box. Interviews are held Mon - Sat. For directions, call 1-800transcript—www.thecowl.com.
The talent grabs the material from its
642-7568,
ext 6. To request an application, e-mail your name, address
bootstraps and brings it up. I don’t have
a lot to do as the Pharaoh, but you
Aida runs at PPAC through
and phone number to pmorrissette@goldmedalbakery.com .
remember my stuff. You remember
April 21. Call for tickets.
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Arts & Entertainment

19 Things to do off campus
Fine Arts
Etc
• Rhode Island College Dance • Free-for-all-Saturday — Springfest
Company Student Choreography
(4/27), RISD Museum of Art, 11
Showcase (4/25-4/26), John
a.m.-4 p.m.
Nazarian Center for the
• Cityside Skatepark Providence,
Performing Arts, Rhode Island
Dunkin’ Donuts Center (call for
College, 8 p.m.
schedule)
• Latin Film Festival (4/19-4/27),
• Improv Jones, Perishable Theatre,
RISD Auditorium (call for times)
every Thursday and Saturday at 10
• Smallfires (through 5/19),
p.m.
Corridor Gallery, URI Fine Arts
Addresses and Phone Numbers
Center (call for times)
• Malangatana (through 5/27), • City Nights Dinner Theatre, 27
Exchange Street, Pawtucket, 723David Winton Bell Gallery,
6060
Brown University (call for times)
•
David Winton Bell Gallery, Brown
Music
University, 64 College Street
• Big Daddy Kane (4/27), Lupo’s,
•
Dunkin’ Donuts Center, One La
9:30 p.m.
Salle Square, 273-5000
• Nickelback (4/30), PPAC, 8 p.m.
•
Foxwood’s, Route 2, Mashantucket,
• Toots and the Maytals (5/1),
Conn., 885-3000
Lupo’s, 9:30 p.m.
•
Lupo's, 239 Westminster Street,
• Jeremiah Freed (5/2), Met Cafe,
272-5876
9:30 p.m.
•
McCormack Theater, 70 Brown
• Max Creek (5/3), Lupo’s, 9 p.m.
Street, 863-9451
• Rick James (5/3), Foxwood’s, 9
•
Met Cafe, 130 Union Street, 861p.m.
2142
•
Perishable Theatre, 95 Empire
Theatre
Street, 331-2695
• New Plays Festival 2002
•
Pilgrim High School, 111 Pilgrim
presents Hospital (4/26-4-27),
Parkway, Warwick, 781-1626
McCormack Theater (call for
•
PPAC, 421-ARTS
times)
•
RIC, 600 Mt. Pleas. Ave. 456-8194
• Aida (through 4/28), PPAC (call
•
RISD Auditorium, South Main
for times)
Street,
454-6100
• Fiddler on the Roof (4/26-4/28),
•
RISD
Museum
of Art, 224 Benefit
Stadium Theatre (call for times)
Street, 454-6500
• Godspell (4/25-4/28), Pilgrim
• Stadium Theatre, 329 Main Street,
High School (call for times)
Woonsocket, 762-4545
• Man of La Mancha (through 5/4),
City Nights Dinner Theatre (call • Trinity Rep., 351-4242
•
URI Fine Arts Center, 105 Upper
for times)
College Road, Kingston, 874-2775
• Peter Pan (4/26-6/9), Trinity
Repertory Theatre (call for times)
—compiled by
Adrienne Larsen-Silva '02
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Check it out
What's new at Phillips
Memorial Library
A Tribute to the Arts
Doing it: five performing arts /
edited by Robert B. Silvers

Elmer Bischoff: the ethics ofpaint
I Susan Landauer
Milton Avery: the late paintings /
Robert Hobbs

Faces of Freedom Summer /
photographs by Herbert Randall;
text by Bobs M. Tusa

Mapping the Legacy /
Joseph Beuys
Gilded vessel: the lustrous art and
life of Beatrice Wood I
Garth Clark

Art as evidence: writings on art
and material culture I
Jules David Prown

Music business handbook and
career guide I
David Baskerville

Seeing through paintings:
physical examination in art
historical studies I
Andrea Kirsh and Rustin S.
Levenson

For more information, contact
Leslie Lanzieri, ext. 1994,
llanzier@providence.edu, or Ann
Sullivan, ext. 1908,
asullivan@providence.edu

Learning about dance: an
introduction to dance as an art
form and entertainment /
Nora Ambrosio

online this week

to the perfect position.

GRADUAT1GHAND BEYOND
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Catcher in the Rye II:
Riding with Holden
by Joan

Sleeping

Barker ’04

Portfolio Editor
by Jessica Albetski

If you really want to hear about it, I
guess should warn you that it’s not such
a big deal. Just some scratches and dents,
that’s all. Anyway, it must have been last
Thursday when I had the driving lesson.
It was my second lesson with Bob the
driving instructor.
The first one, boy that was a riot. Bob
decided to take me into the city for what
he called a dose of “real driving.” So we
get downtown. There’s this red light
coming up and the nearest car ahead is
like a mile away. I’m getting ready to
slow down, and all, when Bob shouts for
to stop the car. So I slam on the brakes
and we screech to a halt. Well, the whole
stinking city must have heard since
everyone decided to turn and stare at our
car. Bob starts yelling at me for almost
hitting the other car, which is funny since
we were still light years away from the
stupid thing. The whole thing just pissed
me right off. So you know what I did, I
decided to get Bob back— sort of give
him a little scare, you know.
At the next red light I decided not to
step on the brakes at all. I could feel the
panic growing in Bob’s face as he

realized we weren’t slowing down. All
was going well until a Chihuahua ran
out in front of the car. A Chihuahua for
petesake! Right in the middle of the
stinking city! Anyway, I slammed on the
brakes, missing the dog and slowly
rolled up to the red light. It was funny
to me, but I knew if I said anything, Bob
would suspend my permit or something.
So I pretended to be serious as hell. I
guess he bought it because he didn’t yell
or anything. He just told me that we
always have to watch out or those four
legged pedestrians. He meant the dog,
but four-legged pedestrians, boy , that
killed me.
Anyway, like I was saying, it was

Catcher, page 23

Patrick Shea ’03

Always, page 22

People really get to know each other
when they spend nearly all hours of the
day and night together. Most of us have
experienced living with roommates and
getting to know their personal habits. We
know their shower schedule (and, if
you’re lucky your roommate does this);
we know their bad study habits; we can
half the time predict what they’ll wear
on any given day; we know what buttons
not to push; when they lose their student
ID’s we usually know what coat pocket
they left it in... Perhaps we even know
too much about each other. Yet, the most
amusing and scary part of roommate land
is what occurs at night. It is during this
time where the lines are drawn, where
the insomniac meets the snorer and the
nude sleeper can no longer engage in his
or her escapades. Throughout the course
of this year. I’ve learned a lot about
sleeping habits with the help of my
roomates, and I have even experienced
a few ‘intersting’ nights myself. From
this. I’ve collaborated the...

TEN THINGS THAT COULD
HAPPEN IN YOUR SLEEP:
1. Forgetting where your alarm clock
is. Try to avoid this— you might get hurt
in the morning when you try to find it.
My roommate proved this first semester.
She was accustomed to her alarm clock
being by her bedside, instead of on her
desk, so when it rang she jumped up to
turn it off, believing it was by her bed.
Instead she smacked into the item that
was really next to her bed, her armoire.
It left a few bruises.

2. Snoring - It’s just ridiculous to even
try to control it. My roommate tries to
shut me up if I snore. She throws her
shoes against the wall, right above my
head, hoping that I’ll hear the noises and
stop...it seldom happens — everyone
knows that snoring will wake up
everyone else before the snorer
themselves..
3. Sleepwalking — This could just be
plain dangerous. Earlier in the year. I

Sleeping Hazards, page 23

Peripheral Tone
by Joan

Barker ’04

Portfolio Editor

Portfolio Staff

“What do you look for in a woman?”
she asked,
“Be honest?”
“Be honest."
“I guess I’ve never thought about this
before. Women definitely thought I was
more of a fox in high school, and now
that I am older I just try to theorize about
them too much, you know? I only try to
understand the problem, never really try
to figure it out. But I guess 1 could give
it a try. She would have to like car rides,
because that’s where 1 do my best
thinking. I like to think I can speed up
or slow down the world as it passes by
me. And she’d have to like caffeine too,
because you just can’t go out to the
supermarket and consider it a drive,
that’s just down the street, I’m talking
about hours on the interstate, rest stops
and seeing state borders I’ve never seen
before, like the Carolinas! Long drives
and big iced coffees, extra sugars, with
the windows down and classic rock on
the stereo. Bands like REO
Speedwagon, Bachman Turner, and

’04

Portfolio Staff

Always
Read
Deeper
by

Hazards

I

In solitude,
vision obscured
on the periphery.
Thoughts filter
and flicker as
the neon light sign.
Soft purples
glow silhouettes
and fade with ashes,
and the smoke
slipping from bars,
coating alleys with
splendid waste,
clutching hard to
bricks and cement strings.
Laughing in
drunken elbows
as tears push and spill,
in solitude
vision obscured
on the periphery.

II

Ill

Single chair,
three walls facing
to peripheral tone.
Nocturnal
strain surrenders
to heavy eyelids.
Soft pages
blanketed by
an enamel. Sheets
of dripping
ink poetry,
dusted with ashes
lightly from
the breathing air.
Savory rumors
that someone
promised in grace, in
turn for glory. A
single chair,
three walls facing,
peripheral tone.

Across the
savannah floats
pollen’s poison seed,
treading on
peripheral
comforts. Lemonade
against cool
sweats evading
the forehead rhythms,
escaping
six syllable
lines, interrupting
tempo. Knots,
falling loosely
as buttermilk ties.
Marmalade.
Sweet comfort that
lips mistake taste, for.
across the
savannah floats
pollen’s poison seed.

Portfolio
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Always Read Deeper

April 17, 2002
by

Sara Schepis ’04

Portfolio Staff

The Sun is running like a champion today.
The air is saturated with early summer;
The green smell is abroad and all the dust
Is sieved with anthills. Still and stillness—
And the heat of the sun reminder of shining fires
That light and blaze yet never raze nor burn.

She Introduced
Me To Her Eyes
by

Christopher Parcels ’04

Portfolio Staff

She introduced me to her eyes last night—
A fleeting glance, but long enough
To get acquainted.
Her hand briefly brushed my arm last night—
Now I, like Romeo before me.
Want to be a glove.
Her mind shone through her speech last night—
All her words so substantive,
Every sigh a song.

I treasured the tactility last night—.
Each gaze, each graze, each phrase:
I’ll sense them evermore.

- Continued from page 21 Overdrive. I love giving my world a
soundtrack.
“And I’m a healthy person, so I guess
she would have to exercise at least 40 to
50 hours a week. You know, someone I
could really balance my health and
fitness against, someone that will do
Ironmans with me, and help me train for
the 2004 Summer Olympics. I have been
swimming non-competitively down at
the YMCA for the last couple of years,
and with the right motivation I think my
discipline could get me there.
“She'd have to be a patient person
too— I am very conscious of nature in
my life, and she would to accept what
goes along with that, you know? I’ve
covered all the rooms in my house with
dry leaves as a way of reminding myself
this everyday. I want someone who
loves being surrounded by nature. And
with power cords and outlets, etc.. .she’d
have to be patient in the sense that she
would be sleeping and living in a
perpetual fire hazard.
“And I want someone who really
knows the value of her life. And there
are two extremes that go along with that
one, and I don’t really want either. I don’t
want some introvert who will never leave
the house, and, on the rare occasion she
does, wears a disguise or some sort of
unnecessary padding. But I also don’t
want someone who is going to be
obnoxious and brag about things people
think are boring like success and
promotions. My last girlfriend bragged
to some people at a bar about how fast
she was in high school. Well, long story
short, after the bar closed I saw her
sprinting down Chad Brown with a
whole bunch of $20 bills taped to her
body. Not that I don’t like dangerous, I
love the adventurous types, you know?
Someone who will ditch out on large
restaurant bills and skinny dip in front
of my parents at family barbecues. She
needs to be someone who is very
professional, because I am very serious
about my work. I’m going to work in
advertising, so everyday I am going out
there and using my mind and my intellect

to the best of my ability— trying to
manipulate the American people.. .yeah,
my work is a huge source of pride. Oh!
“And I love television. I have seen
every episode of Taxi in sequential order
and think that Nick at Night, along with
E! and Public Access are the only
channels necessary to watch. Everything
just seems to move so damn fast. I guess
this is the nostalgic and sentimental side
coming out now. I mean, basic cable
doesn’t even exist anymore. I liked
television better when it didn’t distract
me. Tomorrow morning, some
unemployed actor will go grudgingly to
an audition on the set of a crappy game
show. In twenty years, that guy is going
to be my kid’s Bob Barker.
“And she would have to be brave
because I am just the biggest wimp when
it comes to killing insects. Whenever
they are around me I get these tingly
goosebumps, I can’t stand it, and I can’t
bear to kill any of God’s creatures. Yeah,
the better and more familiar she is with
citronella candles and fly swatters the
better.
“ I guess that’s it...Oh, and I’m not
shallow or anything, but I guess I should
find her attractive. But I don’t want this
to be a relationship founded on outer
beauty, but rather I want a girl to fall in
love with me for who I am, and I in love
with her because of who she is. She has
to love me for all I am, my harmonica
playing, passion for Boccee, high ethical
and moral standards, the way sweat
shows through my gray jumpsuits in a
the wrong places, and my love of
potpourri and scented dry-erase
markers...that’s it.”
“Sir, that’s a bit vague and wordy for
a personal ad. I’m going to try to sum it
up...”
“Well, now hold on, be careful. I’m
paying for this and there is a considerable
amount of very important information in
what I just told you, if you leave the
wrong things out, it could drastically
affect the number of calls I get.”
“...Single Male, 20, ambitious, likes
to travel and wants to see the world.
Looking for someone to stay up all night
and dance with, how’s that?” she ask
“I’ll take it.”

Call Me lazy, but...
by

ter the Davis parking lot through the
Huxley Street gate, rather than wasting
time and gas driving around to the Eaton
Street gate?

Kaitlin Fluet ’03

Portfolio Staff

Shouldn’t there be an ATM on lower
campus, so that when I have to make a
deposit or a withdrawl I don’t have to
walk all the way to Slavin to get the job
done?

Why do I have to walk to upper cam
pus in order to view all of the lovely
scenery (read flowers and bushes and
other living greenery) that my tuition
makes possible to plant/install? Why are
these things not also available down here
in the concrete jungle? PROSPECTIVE
STUDENTS VISIT US TOO!

Shouldn't there also be a mailbox on
lower campus, so that when I need to
mail something after 3:15 on any given
day I don’t have to walk all the way to
Slavin or Harkins to complete my task?
Shouldn’t there be some source of
light other than the sun in six man apart
ment complexes? Lamps are expensive
and they require effort to (a) pay for, (b)
obtain and (c) transport.

Shouldn’t all reserved material at the
library be posted online so that 1 (a) don’t
have to make a special trip to find it and
(b) don’t have to spend boatloads of
change copying it to bring it back?
Shouldn’t there also be more changeoperated copy machines (that actually
function) in the library? That way, I
wouldn’t have to put a minimum of
$5.00 on my card when really all I need
to spend is $0.50 and all I have on me is
$2.35.

It would also be helpful if the ma
chine in the library that puts the money
on your card could work for a change.
This would eliminate a walk from the
library to the Slavin to have money cred
ited to my account, and then back again
(... to make copies with a copier that is
probably out of oreder).
Why did we have a trolley on Family
Day to give tours of upper campus when
there are estranged students on lower
campus who need to get to class up there
(and on time) every single day?

Shouldn’t we be up to date and reg
ister for classes online (like every other
college in the country), rather than try
ing to beat the busy signal over the phone
for hours on end?

If a student signs up for a certain
event and subsequently is asked to leave
their phone number along with their
name, shouldn’t that number be utilized
once the event is cancelled? That way,
the student doesn’t have to walk all the
way across campus only to realize that
their journey was all for nothing.

Why does a parking pass allow stu
dents to park farther away from their
residence than if they just parked on a
nearby street (for free) instead?

And also, shouldn’t we be able to en

Why can’t we have a doctor avail
able on campus every day, rather than
on random days at random hours?
Wouldn’t this eliminate numerous return
trips, exorbitant lines in the waiting room
and countless hours of needless suffer
ing?

Why is it that Stuart’s, the one thing
we have down here to entertain our
selves, is being moved as far away as
possible so as to further alienate us from
any kind of on-campus fun?
Well, kids, that is the full extent of
my laziness for this week. Now all I need
is someone to write my articles (on time)
for me. I am currently accepting appli
cations (just don’t expect me to be read
ing them).
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Catcher in the Rye II
- Continued from page 21 -

walked into my makeshift bookshelf it fell apart and I got to deal with the
grief of assembling it again in the
morning, while trying to remember the
incident at the same time.

4. Nudity — We’ve had a few hot nights
this spring, and sometimes throwing off
the sheets and covers isn’t enough to cool
off. But neither is trying to get to sleep
in just your birthday suit. Get a fan, or
trade in the your pillows for ice packs,
but please, make sure to keep your
clothes on for your roommates’ sakes.
5. 4 a.m. snack — If you’re an
insomniac, like my roommate, and can’t
go to sleep when hungry, beware of the
smell that will linger the room after you
warm up leftover pizza and Chinese
food...you’11 wake up to more than just
morning breath in the air.

exactly 1:59 p.m. when Bob pulled into
my driveway. Good old Bob, always on
time. So I got in the car. Boy that was
one swanky thing. The door nearly fell
off when 1 shut it and it smelled like a
cow had just died in the back seat. What
made it even worse was Bob thought it
would be a bright idea to put one of those
stupid air-freshener things on the
rearview. Try putting cow-sh*t and pine
fresh together, boy, that’ll kill you. I
mean, the car was nice and all, but you
figure a place like a driving school could
afford something better.
So, anyway, Bob and I decided to go
for another drive in the city. We drove
all around first, even past the skid marks
we had made during the last lesson. But
mostly we ended up driving in a bunch
of lousy circles since he wanted to work
on my right hand turns. We must have
passed the same damn fish market 50
times, no kidding. I was even starting
to get dizzy for petesake. He kept saying,
“Just take a right turn up here, boy.” And
the got me even more upset. It’s just that
it sure as hell annoys me when people
call me “Boy.” It’s bad enough when my
dad does it, but when someone like Bob
here says it, it sounds awful phony. As if
he were my stinking relative or
something.
After ring-a-around-the damn city, we
took a left turn and headed towards the
park. I sailed under a traffic light as it
was turning orange, but the guy behind
me got stuck on the red. I sure felt
crummy because I could tell he was
upset. He was probably late getting back
from his lunch break, or late for some
lousy meeting, or late to pick his kids up
somewhere. That’s the worst, too— late
picking up the kids. I’m not kidding. I

remember always being the last kid
picked up from kindergarten. The
teacher had to stay until all the kids’
parents had come— and she was
probably late picking up her kids
somewhere too. Finally, when my mom
came, she’d give me some crummy
excuse like, “Sorry, Honey, I got caught
by the red lights.” For petesake! “Caught
by the red lights”— that sounded like
some stinking police force or something.
Anyway, being stuck at red lights, that
kind of stuff will always happen to you
when you’re in a hurry. No kidding.

“We ended up
driving in a bunch of
lousy circles since he
wanted to work on my
right hand turns. We
must have passed the
same damn fish market
50 times, no kidding."
So me and Bob are riding up past the
park. We pass this newspaper stand that
we had passed on our last lesson. Only
this time Bob didn’t stop to get a paper.
No good news, I guess. Not that there
was any good news on Thursday when
we stopped— Bob just wanted to get it
because his daughter’s wedding
announcement was supposed to be in the
front section. It’s funny, you think of Bob
and family is the last word that comes to
mind. As for me, I guess a family sounds
nice. A wife would do just fine. I
wouldn’t want any crummy kids whining
all over the damn place. It would be great
though, the wife and I. We could put
some swell little wedding announcement

in the paper and our families would all
go out and buy the paper just to see the
announcement. Then we’d have some
grand wedding and invite all the phonies
to come cry and eat some lousy cake.
Yup. That’s me. Holden M. Caufield.
Holden Marriage Caufield.
Anyway, after we passed the park, we
came to a fork in the road. Bob told me
to bear to the left. I thought it was odd
considering the huge “ONE WAY” sign
pointing past me in the opposite
direction. But I figured “all holy” Bob
must know what he’s doing.
The rest is really a blur. After some
Ford pick—up nearly hit us head on. Bob
grabbed the wheel and the next thing I
know, we’re parked in some stupid
bushes with a mailbox growing out of
the hood. Bob and I were pretty okay.
But the guy who’d been driving the pick
up starts cursing and stuff like a damn
madman about how we almost ruined his
crummy truck. A crowd of people came.
The cops came. Then Bob starts shooting
the breeze with Officer Joe here. He even
tells him that I’m just a new driver, not
“used to” the city yet. My ass I’m not!
Bob tells me to turn into a one-way street
the wrong way and tries to play it off as
my fault. I nearly died at that one. Lousy
adults always using kids as an excuse. I
tell you, just a bunch of phonies trying
to prove themselves to all the other
goddamn adults. But Bob, I wish you
could have met him— boy, was he a real
prince.
So Bob helped get the stupid car
towed while the police blocked off the
scene. Meanwhile, I decided I’d give my
mom a ring and ask her to pick me up
after work, since she worked right
outside the city. I waited around for a
while. Longer than I should have. But
God knows the red lights probably
caught her.

6. Bunk bed horrors — Have you
experienced the bunk bed before? Have
you heard the creaks and shakes of the
person that sleeps under or on top of you?
It can be painfully annoying, especially
if that person moves around a lot and/or
has a significant other.

7. Too much information — “No
(insert name here), it’s too soon,
we’re not ready yet.” Note: If you’re a
sleep talker you do have potential for
spilling your deepest secrets in your
sleep.
8. Spying — 1’11 be the first to admit
that 1 talk in my sleep, probably too
much, and most of the time it’s
incoherent speech. However, there are
nights when I make sense and my
roommate gets out of bed and tries to
write down what 1 say so she’ll
remember it in the morning. Potentially
funny, but could be used for blackmail.

9. Death threats — Living with up to
three or four other people in a room the
size of a sandbox can often become a
fatally tense situation. However, do not
threaten to kill your roommate in the
middle of the night. Maybe it’s your
subconscious talking, but keep it quiet.
This can’t help an already hostile living
situation.
10. Insanity — Don’t make your
roommates start talking about sending
the men in the white coats to collect you.
I’ve said some pretty strange things in
my sleep but the strangest and most out
of the blue was when I had a dream that
my roommate was dressed as a bear for
the sake of scaring her boyfriend in the
morning.
Somewhere in my
unconsciousness I asked, “Are you
wearing your little bear suit?”

Today it takes more to become
an accountant. Where do
students go to get the most?

Bentley College. Beginning in 2002, students need 150

hours of class time to sit for the CPA exam. Fulfill this
requirement with Bentley’s renowned Master of

Science in Accountancy (MSA) program—the first in Massachusetts to receive the prestigious

accountancy accreditation from AACSB International. Whether beginning or advancing your career,
Bentley's MSA provides a high-tech education in all areas of accounting, from financial and
managerial to accounting information systems. Gain exposure to the latest technology and top

practitioners in the public, corporate and nonprofit sectors. It

BENTLEY COLLEGE

takes something extra to be an accountant. See how much

extra Bentley has to offer. Visit us online or call 781/891-2000.

The Business School
for the Information Age
www.bentley.edu/gr/pacc

Asian Culture Show

Friday, April26
Tickets

$2

00

7:00 p.m. in '64 Hall
Cultural Performances... Food...
Music... Martial Arts... Fun!
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Sophomores, what are you
doing for Done With Civ ?

Streaking the quad.
Katie MacLean ’04
“Recycling.
Joe Franzoi ’04

“Selling our books back for nickels, dimes and quarters
if you know what I mean.”
Katrina Ross ’04 Jackie Gaudioso ’04
“Studying.”
Linh Tran ’04 Joe Pozzuto ’04

“Mourning the death of modern
man...one sip at a time.”
Peter Weathers ’04

“Ruining our chance for JRW events.”
Jess Sobin ’04 Jackie White ’04
Jill Connolly ’04

Uncle Jesse and Rebecca
Screw Godot,
we’re waiting for Marlboro.
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Standouts

Kyle Ojakian

Melissa Peterson

Adam Sutton

Men’s Lacrosse
Senior — Cheshire, Conn.

Softball
Junior — Huntington Beach, Calif.

Men’s Track
Junior - Preston, England

Ojakian tallied two goals and two assists in
a 15-10 loss to Manhattan College on April
20. Ojakian also registered his 100th
career point against the Jaspers,
completing the feat in just 28 career games.

Peterson pitched the Friars to thee Big
East Conference victories, winning game
one at UConn on Saturday, April 20, and
pitching complete game victories at
Syracuse on Sunday, April 21.

Sutton ran an impressive race for PC in
the 10,000 meters at the prestigious Mt.
Sac Relays on April 19. Sutton placed
seventh in a time of 28:40.32 and qualified
for the NCAA Championship.

Standings

Schedules

Men’s Lacrosse
MAAC Standings

Women’s Softball
Big East Standings

Thursday 4/25
Track @ Penn Relays (Philadelphia, PA)
Softball @ Dartmouth (DH) 3 p.m.

Friday 4/26
Golf @ URI Invitational
9 a.m.
Track @ Penn Relays (Philadelphia, PA)

Saturday 4/27
Golf @ URI Invitational
9 a.m.
Track @ Penn Relays (Philadelphia, PA)
Lacrosse vs. Mt. St. Mary’s 1 p.m.

Notre Dame
Villanova
Seton Hall
BC
Syracuse
Rutgers
Virginia Tech
Pittsburgh
St. John’s

W
11
11
10
9
7
7
6
5
5

Providence

4

UConn

3

L
1
3
6
5
3
7
8
9
11
12
13

T
0
0
0
0
0
'0
0
0
0
0
0

Pts.
22
22
20
18
14
14
12
10
10

Manhattan
Mount St. Mary's

Providence
St. Joseph’s
Marist
Canisius
Siena
Wagner

W
6
5
4
3
2
2
0
0

L
0
1

Pct.
1.000
.833

2

.667

2
4
4
4
6

.500
.333
.333
.000
.000

8
6

Sunday 4/28
Softball vs. Notre Dame
Track @ Brown Open

12 p.m.

Scores

Tuesday 4/30
Softball vs. Brown (DH)

3 p.m.

Friday 5/3

Friday 4/19
Track @ Mt. Sac Relays

Lacrosse @ MAAC Champ. TBA

Saturday 4/20

Saturday 5/4

Lacrosse vs. Manhattan
Softball @ UConn (DH)
Track @ Mt. Sac Relays

Softball vs. Pittsburgh (DH) 12 p.m.
Track @ Big East Champ.
Lacrosse @ MAAC Champ. TBA

Individ. Res.

L 15-10
W 2-1/L 4-2
Individ. Res.

Sunday 4/21
Softball @ Syracuse (DH)

W 5-3/W 3-2

Friday-Sunday 5/10-5/12
Softball @ Big East Conference Champ.

Wednesday 4/24
Lacrosse vs. Brown

Friday-Sunday 5/17-5/.19
Track @ ECAC/IC4A Champ.

Wednesday-Saturday 5/29-6/1

L 13-7

Statistics
Men’s Lacrcjsse

Name
Kyle Ojakian
Dan Giuntini
Skip Dunphy
Kevin Kornobis
Jon Meehan
Frank Bosco
Chris Houston
David Krasnica
Sean Kirwan
Ryan Russell
David Kole
Richard Knightly
Ben Brown
Troy Moore
Roland Ostapoff

Track @ NCAA Champ.

www.thecowl.com

G
17
23
16
20
14
12
11
6
5
5
3
1
1
1
0

A
37
10
11
6
5
6
6
5
2
0
0
1
0
0
1

Pts.
54
33
27
26
19
18
17
11
7
5
3
2
1
1
1
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Women’s Basketball

Jabir without winning season at PC
-Continued from back pagewith them or with the school. He also
emphasized that the decision was his.
“I think it was shocking to all of us—
the administration, the staff, the team.”
said graduate student Dani Trippany,
who played under Jabir for five seasons.
“It was a choice that he made, and
everybody is happy for him now.”
Jabir arrived at PC in 1996 after
drastically improving the women’s
basketball team at Marquette University
during his six years with the Golden
Eagles. In his first season at Marquette,
the team posted a 7-20 record but
followed with four consecutive years of
winning records, from 1991 to 1995. He
also took the Golden Eagles to the
NCAA Tournament in 1994 and 1995
and earned a WN1T bid in 1993.
In Jabir’s six seasons at PC, however,
the team has struggled. The Friars
compiled a 62-102 overall record with
not one single winning season under
Jabir’s tutelage. After posting an 11-17
record last season, they finished this year
with a 13-15 overall mark and finished
eighth in the Big East at 7-9. Eight
players either transferred or quit the
program during Jabir’s tenure, and while
the team has showed improvement, there
are reports that not all of the players were
satisfied with his coaching style.
“Any team, you are going to have
players that are unhappy. That’s not
unusual,” said Driscoll. He also added
that, “You aren’t going to make everyone
happy, and that shouldn’t be his goal.”
On the matter of players coming to
see him about Jabir, Driscoll would

neither confirm nor deny the reports,
emphasizing that any discussions
between him and the players are
confidential. There is no way to know
if complaints of one or two players on
the team resulted in Jabir’s resignation.
The Athletic Department closely
guarded access to players following
Jabir’s resignation. On Tuesday, the
Sports Information Department sent a
voice mail to team members instructing
them not to discuss the situation with any
media outside of the Sports Information
offices. The Cowl could only conduct
interviews arranged by Sports
Information in their office, and in the
presence of Sports Information staff
members. Such guidelines are rare, if
not unprecedented, actions by the
Athletic Department in working with
student media. When former field
hockey head coach Bill Davidson was
fired this past November, no such
precautions by the Athletic Department
were taken, and The Cowl's usual
privilege and practice of contacting other
students at any time were not denied.
A source close to the women’s
basketball program reported that the
resignation of Jabir did however result
in finger-pointing among the players.
One incident that may be related to this
occurred Tuesday afternoon in Meagher
Hall, where a first floor resident
witnessed four females verbally
harrassing another female outside of her
room, screaming that they only came to
PC for the basketball program, and
asking why the resident went to speak
with the athletic director. Two women’s
basketball players and a team manager

Women’s Soccer scores
four recruits, transfer
by

Lauren Df.Mauro ’05

Sports Staff

Providence College Women’s
Soccer announced Wednesday that
four student-athletes have signed
National Letters of Intent to attend the
college and play for the Friars next
fall. PC Head Coach Tracy Kerr
expects these players to have a large
and immediate impact on the
program.
According to Kerr, Kerry
O’Malley, a forward from Long
meadow, Mass., is a natural goal
scorer “who will definitely help out.”
O’Malley earned high school AllAmerican Honors in 2001 and
competed for the Massachusetts State
Team in the Olympic Development
Program. “We’re definitely looking
forward to bringing her in to play for
us,” Kerr said.
While making moves to strengthen
the Friars’ offensive attack, PC has
also solidified their defense. Emily
White is a defender from Stafford
Springs, Conn. Described by Kerr as
a “good, solid, consistent defender,”
White earned All-State honors while
competing for Stafford High School.
Kerr also described White as “a smart
defender who will definitely make a
difference.”
In addition, Tomris Mensen is a
strong defender from Fairfax Station,
Va. According to Kerr, Mensen has
“great size” and like White, is
“consistent, solid defender.” Mensen
played three years of varsity soccer at
Robinson Secondary School and is
also a member of four Virginia State
Cup Championship teams. Kerr
expects both White and Mensen to
contribute to the team right away.
“We were short on defenders last
year,” explained Kerr. “These girls
will have a chance to learn and gain
experience early on.”

PC has also signed Caitlin Pickul, a
goalkeeper from North Andover, Mass.
Pickul earned the title of captain as a
senior and was the leading keeper in
her league in 1999 while competing
for North Andover High School.
Pickul is expected to come in and
make an impact early on next season.
“We only have two goal keepers
right now. [Pickul] will come in and
learn and hopefully challenge for time
with our first goalie,” Kerr said.
In addition to the four newly-signed
recruits, the PC lineup will also
welcome sophomore transfer student
Kirsten Buteau of Barry University in
Massachusetts. Buteau has already
been playing with the PC women’s
team this spring and plays at the
forward position. She is described by
Kerr as a great scorer with amazing
speed.
The addition of these student
athletes to the current Friars squad is
expected to bring even greater success
to the Women’s Soccer Program. Last
year’s team finished with a 7-9-2
overall record with a 1-4-1 mark in Big
East competition, and will welcome
back freshman Maura Robertson and
junior Kyle McAuley. Robertson was
the Friars top scorer last season and
was named to the All-Big East Rookie
Team and the SoccerBuzz.com All
Freshman Northeast Team. McAuley
will return for her senior year after
being named to the 2001 All-Big East
Second Team last season.
Kerr was very excited and
optimistic about next fall. “I think
these girls will do very well. They are
great players who come from top club
teams. Team chemistry is very
important to us and we think that the
team will have great chemistry. They
will mesh very well with the [current]
team, and the girls will keep getting
better.”

live on first floor Meagher Hall.
The general sentiment of the team,
however, has been one of sadness. Many
of the players cited Jabir and his
coaching staff as the number one reason
why they chose Providence.
“Over the phone I sensed that these
were good people; people I wanted to
be with for four years; people that could
make me better, and I could make
Providence and the basketball program
better. That is why this is so sad,” said
freshman Michal Epstein, who came to
PC all the way from Israel.
Quinn, who considered transferring
during this season, also cited Jabir as the
reason why she stayed.
“He was a good coach, but most of
all, he was a better person,” said Quinn.
“He’s helped so many people out,
including me. I think every one of our
teammates could say that he helped us
out at one time or another.”
Although his hiring still awaits the
approval of the Chancellor of the
University of Colorado, Jabir will

replace the school’s former top assistant,
Jen Warden, who left the Buffaloes to
take on the head position at Boise State
University.
As for Providence, a national search
for a new coach has commenced. While
Driscoll already has a list of candidates
under consideration, the number is
expected to grow. He plans to institute
a sea|rch committee and stated that all
finalists will come to the campus to meet
with the team.
“Iim looking for somebody who will
bring) tremendous passion to the job,”
said Driscoll.
Both Driscoll and the players wish
Jabir the best of luck in his future
endeavors.
“I hope that he’s going to be at a place
where he is surrounded by the support
and the confidence that I think he
deserves, and 1 hope that him and his
family will be happy,” said senior captain
Chrissy Vozab.
With contributions from Lauren
DeMauro '05 and R.J. Friedman ’03
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Jaspers stone Friars, 15-10
With a playoff spot
already solidified,
PC Lax plays
Saturday with second
place on the line
by

Paul Whitty ’03

Spouts Staff

The Providence College Lacrosse
team lost to Manhattan 15-10 on
Saturday, April 20. A win over the
Jaspers would have put Providence in a
tie for first place in the M AAC. Instead,
the Friars are in third place and
Manhattan remains undefeated in the
conference. On the bright side, the Friars
clinched a spot in the MAAC
Championships thanks to key losses by
other MAAC teams. The top four teams
play in the championships, and with only
one conference game remaining, PC can
finish no worse than fourth.
The Friars came out to an early lead
against Manhattan, with senior Kyle
Ojakian scoring the first two goals of the
game. The Jaspers came back in the
second quarter and put on a rally of their
own, scoring five straight goals before
the end of the half to gain an 8-4 lead.
The Friars were never able to completely
climb out of that hole in the second half.
The closest they came was when they
pulled within two goals late in the third

JOHN ENGLISHMEN ’03/The Cowl

Junior defenseman Matt Burke (8) guards a Manhattan forward Saturday.
Sophomore Kevin Komobis scored
quarter to close the gap to 9-7.
One of the bright spots in the game on Ojakian’s 100th point, which was an
was that Ojakian scored his 100'h point assist. Komobis had two goals and one
as a member of the PC lacrosse team. assist in the game. Junior Jon Meehan
He follows senior Chris Houston, who led the team in goals with three.
accomplished the feat earlier this season. Freshman Dan Giuntini contributed two
“It felt good. I’ve been working hard goals and one assist, and freshman Frank
these past two years,” said Ojakian, who Bosco had a goal and an assist. Senior
had two goals and two assists in the goal tender John Farley had seven saves.
Although PC out-shot the Jaspers and
game, “We have a lot of guys who can
put the ball away for me, so they’ve won twice as many face-offs, those
advantages did not translate onto the
helped make it happen.”
scoreboard.
“We did not react well against the
pressure Manhattan put on us,” said
Bosco, “So that affected the outcome.
We’re confident that we can do well

Any changes in your skin?
Any changes in your moles?
Make an appointment today!

Call: Student Health Center X2422.
PRIVATE INDIVIDUAL SCREENING

Memorial Hospital of Rhode Island

Thursday, May 2, 2002
10am - 2pm
Slavin Center, Room 112
sponsored by the Student Health center
and the Department of Human Resources

against them if we play again.”
The standings for the top four teams
in the conference are not settled yet so
the Friars could wind up playing either
Manhattan or Mount St. Mary’s in the
first round of the championships. PC
will face Mount St. Mary’s in their last
regular season game so they could
potentially meet twice in a row.
“It’s going to be interesting,”
commented Ojakian, “I’ve never had to
play a team back-to-back. Hopefully
we’ll be able to learn their strengths and
weaknesses in the first game, and they
won’t learn too much about us.”
“The first game will be a matter of
pride,” said Bosco, “But at the same
time, we don’t want to show St. Mary’s
everything about us before the
championships.”
On Wednesday, April 24, the Friars
played everyone’s second favorite
college in Providence, and least favorite
color — Brown. PC lost the game 13-7.
Brown is ranked No. 21 in the country
by College Lacrosse USA.
“We knew, when we were making the
schedule, that we wanted to play a
quality opponent at this point in the
season,” said Head Coach Chris Burdick.
“Brown has a shot at the Ivy League title
and an NCAA berth this season. Coach
Nelson does a good job with that team,
and we felt that it was a great test for us
to get ready for Mount St. Mary’s.”
The leading scorers against Brown
were Meehan and Ojakian with two
goals each, and Giuntini with a goal and
an assist.
The Friars final regular season game
is home on Saturday, April 27, at
1 p.m.
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Sutton runs to success at Mt. Sac
by

Philippe Carson ’04

Sports Staff

The men’s and women’s
track teams headed out to
Mount Sac Relays in Walnut,
Calif., last weekend to try and
prove that they deserve a place
as one of the elite distance teams
in the country.
The men’s team, coming off
some superb individual
performances at the Brown
Invitational last week, sent five
of their strongest runners to the
Relays. Leading the way was
junior Adam Sutton, who turned
in a seventh place finish in the
grueling 10,000 meter race.
More important than his
impressive finish against some
of the top distance runners in
country, however, was the time
of his finish. Sutton crossed the
finish line in a time of 28:40.32,
which qualified him outright for
a spot in the NCAA Champion
ships.
“It feels great to qualify for
nationals because I qualified
last year, and this is one of the
few changes we get to run the
10K so I am happy to get it out
of the way early in the season,”
said Sutton. “Hopefully I’ll
improve on my performance
from last year,” he said.
While the other four
participants for the men’s team
did not qualify for the NCAA
Championships, they did put
together some noteworthy
performances. Freshman Liam
Reale continued his excellent
season by placing seventh in the
1,500 meters. His time of

3:47.62 tied him with Sutton for
tops among PC finishers. With
this time, Reale qualified for an
invitation to the Junior World
Championships, a race that will
take place after the season in
Jamaica during the month of
July.
“I was really happy with my
performance because I got the
qualifying time for Juniors, and
I was able to run a strong race
against some fast runners,” said
Reale.
The men’s team also re
ceived solid contributions from
their two seniors, Dermot
Galvin and Paul Reilly. Both
Galvin and Reilly ran in the
5,000 meters, with Galvin
outrunning his teammate on his
way to a ninth place finish in a
time of 14:09.08. Reilly was
12th overall and crossed the
finish line in 14:15.64.
The women’s team also sent
five participants to the Penn
Relays, including junior javelin
thrower Brooke Freeburg who
just came off two first place
finishes. Freeburg was looking
to pick up where she left off, but
she was unable to make it three
first place throws in a row
against tougher competition.
She still put forth an impressive
performance, coming in third
overall with a throw of 44.85
meters.
Juniors Roisin McGettigan
and Emer O’Shea led the way
for the runners, both running
1,500 meters and placing 10th
in their respective heats.
McGettigan ran a slightly faster
time, finishing the race in

This is one of the
few chances we get to
run the 10K so I am
happy to get it out of
the way early in
the season.
Adam Sutton
4:25.25, while O’Shea finished
with a time of 4:30.51 in her
heat.
Rounding off the per
formances were seniors
Kathryn Casserly and Heather
Cappello, who both ran in the
5,000 meters and finished
fifteenth and sixteenth overall,
respectively. Casserly com
pleted the race in a time of
17:06.65, with Cappello right
after her with a time of
17:12.14. All five of the
participants for the women’s
team managed to qual ify for the
ECAC Championships in their
respective events.
The next challenge that both
teams face is the Penn Relays
this weekend, where both the
men’s and women’s team will
field a four-by-mile relay team.
“It is difficult to train for the
five and 10K races we run most
of the season, and then switch
over to the mile,” said Sutton.
“Many of the teams will send
runners who specifically train
for the mile, so it will be
challenging.
“Last year we finished
seventh out of 16 teams, so

PETE JOHNSON -03/The Cowl

Junior Adam Sutton (left) qualified for the NCAA Champi
onship in the 10,000 meters with a seventh place finish.
Coach Treacy sends us for
tradition and for the opportunity

to run a good, hard, and short
race,” he said.
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Peterson shuts down UConn, ’Cuse
by

Mary Allietta ’OS

The team is maturing
and developing as a
group. Very few players
on the team have played
together before, but we
are gaining confidence
in each other.

Sports Staff

Last weekend, the women’s softball
team showed its ability to win.
Composed mostly of freshmen and
sophomores, the young team had
struggled this season to find its niche and
team chemistry. These problems were
not a factor last weekend, as the team
defeated the 2001 Big East Champions,
the University of Connecticut, and then
delivered two losses to Syracuse,
becoming the first team in the Big East
to accomplish that feat.
Leading the way for PC was junior
Melissa Peterson, who pitched the Friars
to all the wins on the weekend, including
two complete game victories against the
Orangemen.
“This weekend gave the team a spurt
of confidence,” said Head Coach Dana
Fulmer. “We are earning every win still
with only ten players. We are worn and
tired, but we proved that despite all that,
we can still get the job done.”
With the wins, the Friars are now 1332 overall, 4-12 in the Big East.
On Saturday, April 20, the Friars split
a conference doubleheader with the
University of Connecticut, winning in a
2-1 upset before dropping the second
game, 4-2.
“I believe that this is the first time in
eight years that we have beaten the
University of Connecticut,” said Fulmer.
In game one, the Friars managed to
combine six hits for two runs. Junior
Cori Van Dusen led the way for the Friars
at the plate, going 3-for-3 with an RBI.
Sophomore Chrissy Iannolo and
freshman outfielder Jackie Karsnia
scored runs, one in the third and one in
the fifth. Peterson earned the win on the
mound, allowing just one run while
scattering nine hits in the victory.
In the second game, UConn scored
early and took at 4-0 lead after five
innings. Van Dusen took the loss for the
Friars despite only allowing five hits and
only one earned run. The defense made
seven errors that cost the team. The
Friars again showed strength in the later
innings, scoring two runs, one in the top
of the sixth and one in the seventh inning.
One of the runs was from freshman
Ashlee Weatherford, who hit her first
collegiate home run.
Sunday, April 21, the softball team
swept Big East foe Syracuse University,
5-3 and 3-2. Prior to these two losses,
Syracuse had only one loss in the

Head Coach Dana Fulmer

PETE TAVIS ’05/The Cowl

Junior Melissa Peterson led the Friars from the mound with three victories
this weekend, including two complete games against Syracuse.
conference, which was to first place
Notre Dame, ranked No. 13 in the nation.
“The team is maturing and
developing as a group,” said Fulmer.
“Very few players on the team have
played together before, but we are
gaining confidence in each other.”
In game one the Friars took a 2-0
lead in the second inning, only to find
themselves behind 3-2 after five innings.
But the Friars had three runs cross the
plate in the top of the seventh inning to
take a 5-3 victory.
“As a team we’ve experienced
trouble holding onto the lead through all
seven innings,” explained Fulmer. “This
weekend, we bore down and decided that

we were not going to lose in the seventh
inning again.”
Peterson earned the win, allowing
eight hits and two earned runs while
striking out two batters. She pitched
despite an injury just above the knuckle
on her right index finger sustained while
batting in a game against Seton Hall.
“I am going to pitch through the
pain,” Peterson said. “The location of the
injury does not really affect my pitching,
except when I try to throw an inside
screwball. The injury affects my game
most when I am batting. The trainers
wrap my finger up so much that I have a
hard time gripping the bat.”

College has all courts covered
for proposed Arts Center

Next week...
by

Virginia Cheng ’03

Asst. Sports Editor

Cowl Sports brings you the
Second Annual

Year IN

Review Issue

Offensively, the Friars were strong.
Providence out-hit Syracuse 11-8, while
Weatherford led Providence on offense
by going 3-for-4 at the plate, driving in
two runs. Van Dusen contributed with
two hits and two RBIs. Van Dusen leads
the team with a .312 batting average, 45
hits, and 61 RBIs. Freshman Jaclyn
Treveloni also had two hits and one RBI.
“We were getting the big hits when
we need them,” said Fulmer. “The entire
lineup contributed to the offensive effort.
Before this weekend only select
individuals were carrying us.”
In game two, the Friars found
themselves down 2-0 after five innings.
Again, the Friars picked up the intensity
in later innings, took the 3-2 lead, and
held onto it in the seventh inning.
“The players never gave up,” said
Fulmer. “The team played a strong seven
innings, physically and mentally. They
played with this intensity all weekend.”
Peterson pitched the complete game
again for the Friars. She limited the
Orangemen to only six hits and one
earned run. Freshman Kalena Petersen
led the offensive attack with two hits and
a run scored.
“We have turned everything around,”
said Peterson. “We played really well
this weekend and hope to carry this
momentum into the rest of our games.
We are more confident in our defense,
offense, and pitching.”
After two days off, the Friars return
to action on Thursday, April 25, when
they play Dartmouth College, in
Hanover, N.H., in a non-league
doubleheader that begins at 3 p.m. This
weekend, the Friars take on the
University of Notre Dame, whose lone
conference loss was to Syracuse.

Tennis players, both varsity
and recreational, will have
nothing to fear if and when the
College breaks ground to
build the proposed “Center for
the Arts.”
The plan for the new
center, which was unveiled at
the April 10 Spring Faculty
Meeting, placed the facility on
the current location of the
tennis courts. However,
according to Mark Rapoza, the
Director of Business and
Strategy, the College already
has plans to relocate the courts
elsewhere.
“Prior to groundbreaking
for the new art center, we will
have already relocated the
tennis courts,” stated Rapoza.
All six tennis courts would
be moved to the area behind
the Power Plant, which is
currently occupied by the

outdoor basketball courts and
beach volleyball court. Those
facilities, while just built last
year, would also have to be
moved, but no location has
been selected for them as of
yet. Ironically, the parking lot
that preceeded the basketball
and volleyball courts paved
over the original tennis courts.
The head coach for the
women’s tennis team, Carl
LaBranche, was not informed
of the proposal prior to its
unveiling, but has complete
confidence that the plan would
not affect his program.
“I know that the college
has a commitment to tennis,”
said LaBranche. “Facilitywise, they have always taken
care of us. I don’t have any
firsthand information. No one
has sat down with me, but
again, I'm not concerned.”
Although LaBranche stated
that he would only need four
courts to run the women’s

program, Rapoza declared that
all six courts would be rebuilt
because there are also
recreational players to
consider. He emphasized that
there would be no reason for
those players to have to go
off-campus to seek other
facilities.
According to Rapoza, the
athletic department was aware
that any of the land on
campus, even athletic
facilities, could be used for
other purposes. However, he
assured that “everything is
going to have a home,”
meaning that any displaced
facility would be moved to
another location on campus.
“We are putting together a
draft proposal of the master
plan that needs to be reviewed
and presented to make sure
that we’re addressing the
issues and concerns of the
college community,” said
Rapoza.
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Men’s Golf

Over forty years of tradition
-Continued from back pagetoumaments or where the team practiced,
but Prisco was not willing to bend. The
seniors decided that enough was enough,
leaving Prisco and the program in a bind
to find enough players just to compete.
Since then, the Friars have struggled to
compete with the elite schools.
The golf program has been on shaky
ground right from its inception. From
1932-34, Waldo Martin coached the golf
team, but in 1935, the sport was dropped
after a lack of student interest.
But when Prisco was an under
graduate at PC in 1947, he brought back
the golf program on the club level. After
graduating in 1949, Prisco returned to
PC in 1953 as a business professor to
start the program once again as a club
sport. By 1960, golf, along with hockey,
became varsity sports at the same time.
Since its inception, Prisco has been the
only coach the golf program has ever
known, spanning over 40 years.
Since then, Prisco has brought a great
deal of success to PC. Over the years,
Prisco has led the Friars as a team to eight
NCAA Tournament appearances, three
New England Championships, and 19
Rhode Island Championships. The Friars
have won the Big East Tournament
twice, in 1980 and 1993, since the
conference was formed in 1979.
Individually, the Friars have had a
number of great players come through
the program over the years. Peter
McBride, the first notable player in the
program’s history, gained All-American
honors for two consecutive years back
in 1968 and 1969. In fact, McBride and
Prisco are the only members of the golf
program to be inducted in the Providence
College Athletic Hall of Fame.
Ironically, the Friars have had backto-back individual winners of the Big
East Tournament on three different
occasions, beginning with Matt Zito and
Bill Riordan in 1979 and 1980, Andy
Falcone and Shane Drury in 1985 and
’86, and Mike Ghelfi and Marc
Siewertsen in 1992 and 1993. All of
these players competed individually in
the NCAA Tournament, but only on two
of the six occasions were the Friars able
to compete as a team in the Tournament
after an individual had won the Big East.
Falcone’s victory in 1985 was even
more impressive considering he survived
a three-way playoff to capture the top
spot in the Championship, which
propelled the Friars to an automatic spot
in the NCAA Tournament. Siewertsen’s
victory in 1993 might not have been as
dramatic as Falcone’s, but was just as
significant, as the Friars would make
their final appearance ever as a team in
the NCAA Tournament in 1994.
All told, Prisco has coached 16
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individuals
to NCAA
match
competition, 11 All-Americans, six Big
East Champions, three New England
Champions, and one ECAC Champion.
“I’ve had a lot of great players over
the years, but probably the best player
we had was while golf was still a club
sport was named Ron Quinn,” said
Prisco. He won at least five R.I. State
Amateur Championships and many
others, he was just a tremendous golfer.
If he hadn’t chose to stay in the legal
field rather than go on the professional
tour, he would have been as equally as
successful than Brad Faxon or Billy
Andrade.”
One person who has found success
coaching golf despite not playing during
his time at PC is Tom Drennan, a 1961
graduate and currently the head golf
coach at URI. Though he missed out on
the opportunity to learn and play from
Prisco, Drennan instead learned the art
of coaching from Coach Joe Mullaney
as a manager for the basketball team.
Drennan has made URI one of the top
golfing programs in the country and was
recently named Atlantic 10 Coach of the
Year after leading the Rams to an
Atlantic 10 Golf Championship this past
weekend.
Drennan was distraught that PC
would be doing away with golf, but has
much respect for Prisco as a student, for
whom he has developed a friendship
with over the years.
“Joe Prisco is one of the finest
gentlemen that golfhas ever known; I’m
proud to say that he is a friend and
mentor,” said Drennan. “I am very sad
that the school deemed it necessary to
cease operations in golf and I hope that

Upper left: Gary Fornari ’87 hits an
approach to the green.

Joe Prisco (right) came back to PC
as a business professor in 1953 and
became the father of the golf
program at PC.
He is shown above in 1980
celebrating with Big East
Champion Bill Riordan.
they will reconsider some day.”
While it doesn’t look like golf will
return in the immediate future, Prisco
hopes that it could be brought back
someday. There has been discussion of
keeping golf on at the club level, but
Prisco seems unsure at his present age if
he wants to head in that direction.
“I have given it some thought, but I
have not made any decision yet,” said
Prisco. “My feeling is to try and help the
players. They have been appealing to me
— not only the ones that are here now,
but those who have been accepted to the
College [for next year].”

A program that has enjoyed much
success over the years, PC golf will take
its walk into the sunset this weekend.
With a strong performance this weekend
at the U.R.I Invitational, perhaps the
Friar golfers will leave a lasting image
that will one day make the College
reconsider their decision.
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Sports

by Brendan McGair ’03
Providence College Men’s Golf
Coach Joseph Prisco is certainly having
an extremely difficult time keeping his
team focused this week, more so than
usual. Men’s golf will play for the final
time in the program’s history this
weekend at the University of Rhode
Island Invitational at Green Valley
Country Club in Middletown, R.I.
“It’s been pretty hard to keep their
morale up,” said Prisco. “Some of the
players are pretty down, even the seniors
who have felt the college has let them
down and let the sport down.”
For a program that has had a great
deal of success over the years on both
the individual and team level, the golf
program will be remembered for fighting
hard to the finish after the College
decided to end it.
In 1998, PC announced that it would
be eliminating several athletic teams
(golf, men’s tennis, and baseball) by the
end of 1999 academic year to help PC
achieve gender equity in compliance
with Title IX requirements. Eliminating
sports has never been the goal of Title
IX, but at PC it certainly has been the
result.
To no surprise, Prisco and his team
were shocked with the College’s
decision.
“I remember the day the ruling came
down,” said senior Steve O’Brien, then
a freshman. “The whole school was in
shock, especially the baseball kids. They
had a meeting right after our practice.”
“I had my team practicing when I was
notified that I had to go back to the
College for a special meeting,” reflected
Prisco. “I thought it was going to be a
meeting with all the coaches, but it
turned out to be myself, President Smith,
and [former] Athletic Director John
Marinatto, and they said that the sport
was going to be eliminated. It was
definitely a shock because we had no

idea that there was any kind of problem,”
he said.
Prisco made some suggestions to the
administration to keep the golf program
alive, but his desires “must have fallen
on deaf ears.” In fact, some of the Friars
tried to transfer immediately after
hearing the College’s decision, but
Prisco headed a group of parents and
alumni that eventually raised enough
money for the program to be gradually
phased out over the next three years.
While Prisco has stopped recruiting
in 1998, he still received the same
number of inquiries and visitors each
year. However, when they heard of the
situation at PC, the elite players did not
enroll at PC. The fact that PC does not
offer scholarships also hurt the
program’s chances of landing top-flight
players.
With the extension of the program,
the Friars posted their best performance
of the 1999 spring campaign as PC
finished third of 15 teams at the U.R.I.
Newport Invitational, with three players
who finished in the top 20. That spring,
the Friars captured their last
championship, winning the Rhode Island
Division I Championship for an
unprecedented 19th time. Many then
indeed wondered if this was indeed the
right to get rid of the program, given the
success that they were having.
But in the Spring of 2001, the golf
program suffered a major set back. Four
seniors that were being counted on to be
key contributors did not show up to
tryouts and decided to forego their final
season. The senior golfers did not leave
because they lacked a desire to compete,
but rather they just had a different
philosophy than Prisco.
One thing that the players desired was
that they could have worked more
closely with Prisco in organizing
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Senior Steve O’Brien lines up a putt at Triggs Memorial Golf Course.

Jabir leaves
for Colorado

JOHN ENGLISHMEN ’03/The Cowl

Jim Jabir resigned Tuesday to pursue an assistant coaching job at the University of Colorado.

by Virginia Cheng ’03
Asst. Sports Editor
On Tuesday, April 23, Jim
Jabir stunned the Providence
College Women’s Basketball
team and the Athletic
Department by announcing his
resignation as the team’s head
coach. Jabir, who was in charge
of the program for the last six
seasons, accepted an assistant
coaching position at the
University of Colorado.
“I was surprised,” said PC
Athletic Director Robert
Driscoll. “I was not aware that
he was talking to other
colleges.”

The players on the women’s
team, who heard the news
directly from Jabir on Tuesday,
were equally surprised by his
decision.
“There’s actually just one
word that describes it, and it’s
shock,” said sophomore captain
Kristin Quinn.
During the meeting, Jabir
stressed that he still believed in
the team and how far they have
come in his time here at PC. He
cited family reasons as to why
he chose to leave, telling the
team that it had nothing to do
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